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Introduction

PURPOSE AND INTENT OF THE PLAN
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District (“Basin Recreation” or “the District”) regularly updates its
long-range strategic planning documents to ensure residents’ needs and desires for recreation facilities
and programs are met and that resources are used where they are most needed. The findings of three
recent studies provide critical information about a broad range of recreation interests and help to
update the list of existing and potential recreation facility and program needs, as follow:
•
•
•

The District recently partnered with Park City Recreation to update its Community Needs and
Preference Survey using the services of Y2 Analytics, a Salt Lake City-based professional polling
firm.
The District also completed an update to its Needs Assessment with the help of Zions Public
Finance, Inc.
Potential locations for recreation facilities with specific site concepts were explored in the
Mountain Recreation Facilities Master Plan, which was completed in February 2017 by
Landmark Design as a joint planning effort between Basin Recreation, Park City Recreation, and
the Park City School District (“PCSD”).

Building on these updated studies, the District now seeks to organize and prioritize recreation initiatives
and resources to achieve definitive goals within a specific period of time, looking to both short and
long-range decision-making. The result is this Strategic Action Plan 2020 (“the Plan”) - the fourth interrelated study which addresses recreation facilities and programs. The Plan was developed using the
data contained in the previous studies, supplemented by additional information gathered during public
workshops and meetings, the project website, and through participation of Basin Recreation Staff, the
Advisory Committee, and the Board.
It should be noted that this planning effort began in January 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic began
shortly thereafter. This had significant immediate impact on District operations and required a flexible
approach for meeting changing needs and conditions.
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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This Plan represents a snapshot of District and community priorities based on pre-pandemic studies and surveys. It also includes public feedback provided
during the early weeks after the virus outbreak. It recommends implementing the “low hanging fruit” projects that are easy to achieve utilizing existing
resources and funding over the next 24 months. Given current uncertainties, the District could re-evaluate priorities in order to verify that investment in high
cost recreation facilities requiring bonding and other major financing inputs remain valid and to determine if other needs and directions emerge.

HISTORY

Parks, recreation, open space, and trails are highly valued in the District and Summit County in general, building on a long-held tradition of active living. The
District was established in 1986 by the Summit County Board of Commissioners as a Special Service District to provide recreation facilities and services to
residents of the western end of the County. It originally included Park City, but the City withdrew in 1993, leaving the boundaries as unincorporated Summit
County between Morgan County in the north, Salt Lake County to the west, and Wasatch County and Park City to the south. One of the first actions of the
newly-formed District was to sign a 30-year agreement for Joint Use of Facilities for Recreation with PCSD, similar to an agreement established between
PCSD and Park City the previous year.
In 1995, District residents approved a $7.5 million bond and property tax levy to fund the operation of Basin Recreation’s facilities and programs. Following
completion of the District’s initial Recreation and Trails Master Plan, the bond funds were used to acquire and build Trailside Park, construct fields and
enhancements to the Aquatic Center at Ecker Hill Middle School, and begin implementation of a community-wide trail system.
A Needs Assessment completed in 2000 and updated in 2003 helped the District prioritize development of a phased recreation center, a jointly-built ice
rink, and additional trails. A successful 2004 bond election for $11 million helped continue trail and trailhead development, begin construction on the Basin
Recreation Fieldhouse at Kimball Junction (2004) and, in cooperation with Park City, establish the Ice Arena at Quinn’s Junction (2006).
Open space has always been highly valued in Snyderville Basin, so subsequent bond funds were also used to purchase several recreational open spaces,
including the 219-acre Rasmussen property near Jeremy Ranch. In 2003, the Basin Open Space Advisory Committee (“BOSAC”) was formed by the County

“
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1 Introduction

SNYDERVILLE BASIN SPECIAL RECREATION DISTRICT MISSION
To “enhance life” with the vision of “connecting the community through recreation.”

Commission to identify and protect important open spaces for hiking, biking, and recreational use.
Utilizing a $10 million bond passed in 2004, additional open spaces were purchased, protected from
development, and made available for public recreational use.
Willow Creek Park is the result of a development agreement with local developers for an 86-acre land
dedication in 2001. Twenty acres of the property were developed for traditional year-round park uses,
while the remaining acreage remains undeveloped. Since that time, the District has continued to add
parks, open spaces, trails, and trailheads, and to upgrade and improve existing facilities for the benefit
of residents of Snyderville Basin.

RECENT PROGRESS

Since the completion of the last Action Plan in 2013, Basin Recreation has continued to increase its
recreational offerings and assets. Additional land acquired over the last seven years includes the
Triangle Parcel (106 acres), Discovery (42 acres), Gillmor (335 acres), Amenti (68 acres), and Silver
Creek Park (99 acres). Recent improvements at The Fieldhouse include additional fitness/training and
party/meeting rooms, a new gymnasium, and an outdoor lap pool. Changes at Trailside Park include
additional trails, the completion of the bike park, and converting the sand volleyball courts to tennis
courts. At Willow Park, eight pickleball courts were added.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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MOVING FORWARD

Updating the Needs Assessment and the Community Survey and completing the Recreation Facilities Master Plan continues a legacy of reaching out to
residents to gauge recreational interests, establish priorities, and set goals for future recreational opportunities. Understanding the existing and future
demographics will help organize and prioritize recreation initiatives and resources, ensuring that needs are met while not unduly replicated between Park City
Recreation and Basin Recreation.
The future population in the District is expected to grow from approximately 20,002 people in 2020 to over 23,151 by 20301, as shown in the figure below,
which represents an increase of 16-percent over the next ten years. The District’s population is gradually aging, increasing from 38.8 in 2010 to 39.8 in 2017.
At the same time, the average household size has increased slightly, from 2.78 in 2010 to 2.80 in 2017. These characteristics emphasize how important it is for
Basin Recreation to ensure that a wide variety of recreation options are provided to meet the diverse needs of residents.
Meeting the needs of the community in a way that makes the best use of resources while respecting the beautiful environment that residents call home is the
aim of this Plan.
1

Based on estimates from the Needs Assessment 2019, Zions Public Finance, Inc.

POPULATION PROJECTIONS 2010 AND 2030
MEDIAN AGE

AVERAGE
HOUSEHOLD
SIZE
PERCENT
INCREASE IN
POPULATION
BETWEEN 2020
AND 2030

Source: Needs Assessment 2019, Zions Public Finance, Inc.
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Background: Previous Studies

A LEGACY OF COOPERATION AND SHARED INTERESTS

Basin Recreation and Park City Recreation have engaged in many cooperative projects from which each
entity receives benefit and support. The two recreation providers have common goals to provide top
quality, well-maintained, and diverse recreational programs and facilities. As such, they have entered
into a series of interlocal cooperative agreements that recognize the value of committing resources
to construct, maintain, and operate recreational facilities for the benefit of residents and visitors.
Cooperative agreements have also been made with PCSD. While PCSD’s primary purpose and goals are
not focused around recreation, it does own, manage, and operate recreation facilities and programs
that benefit students as well as the community at large.
By pooling resources when possible, more facilities and programs are available for residents to
enjoy, and the resources allocated are maximized. Past agreements have involved one entity
utilizing resources to construct a facility while another entity assumes maintenance and management
responsibilities, or programs the facilities for recreational use. Similarly, off-peak times at schools allow
residents to use school-related and located facilities for recreational activities. The number and quality
of these joint development and management agreements is impressive indeed, and is an example to
other communities across the region and country.
The unique mountain setting and natural open spaces provide an additional layer with interest focused
on incorporating recreation facilities into the highly-valued natural mountain environment in ways that
sustain and protect sensitive landscapes, wildlife and visual resources. Many recreational open spaces
are protected into perpetuity through either Conservation Easements or outright purchases, effectively
limiting the growth of sprawl development and the expense of public services. Together, the agencies
involved have effectively cooperated to create a vision and plan for parks and recreation resources
that provides the best quality facilities and programs to promote healthy lifestyles and communities.
While the Plan is focused on updating the vision for Basin Recreation over the next five to ten years in
particular, the Plan supports continued cooperation to benefit the entire community.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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The Plan builds on the work completed in the Needs Assessment, Community Survey, and Recreation
Facilities Master Plan, with an eye toward the recreational opportunities in the region as a whole.
The results of the three studies are summarized below. Additional information can be obtained by
viewing the documents in their entirety, which can be accessed online at www.basinrecreation.org.
The information contained in these studies is supplemented with additional input received at public
meetings and through the project website, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.

SNYDERVILLE BASIN SPECIAL RECREATION DISTRICT
NEEDS ASSESSMENT 2019
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District

2019 Needs Assessment

Zions Public Finance, Inc.
December 2019

The updated Needs Assessment focuses only on the District, while the previous 2011 Study1 examined
needs for both the District and Park City. The 2019 Needs Assessment revises population projections
and household characteristics; summarizes the current inventory of existing facilities in the District;
evaluates current levels of demand, usage, and capacity of existing facilities; analyzes Level of Service
(“LOS”) in relation to comparable mountain resort communities; and makes recommendations for
needed facilities and LOS within the District.
Based on the analyses of existing needs and compared LOS, recommendations for additional facilities
and programs are presented. The recommendations fall into three categories: (1) additional facilities
that would be immediately beneficial to residents in the District and/or would help alleviate current
demand, (2) additional facilities that would help mitigate the effects any future limitations on usage of
PCSD facilities might have on Basin Recreation programs and events, and (3) facilities that will need to
be added to maintain the District’s LOS over the next ten years.
The District needs three gymnasiums, one climbing wall, one indoor field, and one indoor jogging track
to meet current demand. The jogging track shifted from the “other facilities that were demanded or
desired” in the 2011 Study to the “immediate need” category in the 2019 Assessment. An additional
climbing wall in the area was recommended in the 2011 Study, and listed as an “immediate need” in the
2019 Assessment. The indoor field and gymnasiums were listed as “immediate needs” in the previous
study, and remain in that category in the updated plan. Other facilities listed as “immediate needs” in
2011 but not in the new study include a full-service fitness facility, ice rink, outdoor multi-purpose fields2,
indoor tennis courts, outdoor basketball courts, and an indoor pool/aquatic center. A significant reason
for the change in needs likely stems from the 2019 Assessment examining needs for the District, while
the 2011 Study looked at needs for the District and Park City. In addition, the District has continued to
add facilities such as the gym, fitness areas, and outdoor lap pool at The Fieldhouse.
1
2
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Recreation Facility Demand Study, Zions Public Finance, Inc. 2011
It should be noted that outdoor fields are an immediate need if PSCD limits Basin Recreation access to these facilities.

Other Facilities that were Demanded
or Desired
• Golf Learning Center
• Field Lighting
• Additional Conversion of Trails
to Hard Surface
• Additional Trail Length

STUDY
PREVIOUS

Facilities with an “Immediate Need”
• Full Service Fitness Facility
• Gymnasiums
(Basketball/Volleyball Courts)
• Ice Rink
• Indoor and Outdoor Multi-Purpose
Fields
• Indoor Tennis Courts
• Outdoor Basketball Courts
• Pool – Indoor Aquatic Center

2019 ASSESSMENT

IN

A
S
S
E
S
S
M
E
N
T

2011 ASSESSMENT

ALSO

N
E
E
D
S

NEEDS ASSESSMENT COMPARISON

Facilities with an “Immediate Need”
• Climbing Wall
(1)
 • Indoor Field
(1)
(3)
 • Gymnasiums
(Basketball/Volleyball Courts)
• Jogging Track
(1)
Other Facilities Currently Provided by
School District
(7)
 • Outdoor Multi-Use Fields
• Ballfield
(1)
Facilities Needed Over Next 10 Years to
Maintain Current LOS
• Dog Park
(1)
• Gymnasium
(1)
(Basketball/Volleyball Courts)
• Pavilions
(2)
• Playground
(1)
• Pickleball Court
(1)
 • Outdoor Multi-Use Fields
(2)
• Outdoor Tennis Court
(1)
( ) Denotes quantity needed
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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Facilities that would be needed if access to PCSD-owned facilities is reduced or eliminated include
seven multi-use fields and one baseball/softball field. The 2011 Study did not analyze potential access
impacts for PCSD-owned facilities.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the District’s population is expected to grow by an additional 3,500 people
from 2017 to 2030, an increase of 16-percent, requiring the addition of a number of facilities by 2030
to keep pace with the needs and desires of additional residents. The Needs Assessment recommends
one additional dog park, another gymnasium (in addition to the three to meet “immediate needs”), two
pavilions, one playground, one outdoor pickleball court, two outdoor multi-use fields and one outdoor
tennis court to continue to meet needs over the next ten years. The 2011 Study recommended additional
facilities to meet future LOS needs, but the study also included the needs for Park City, and direct
comparisons are therefore difficult. The LOS recommendations from the 2011 Study can be found in the
Appendix.
The 2011 Study also included a category of items “not considered essential but may be helpful and
create more options for residents”. Those items included a golf learning center, field lighting, additional
conversion of trails to hard surface, and additional trail length.

2019 COMMUNITY SURVEY

BASIN
&
PC
REC
COMMUNITY SURVEY
OFFICIAL 2019 SURVEY OF SNYDERVILLE BASIN &
PARK CITY RESIDENTS

The 2019 Survey of Snyderville Basin and Park City Residents was initiated to solicit updated priorities
for recreation facilities and programs from residents in the area. The scientific survey3 was conducted
by Y2 Analytics online, with a combination of email and postcard invitations. There were 398 residents
within the boundaries of the Snyderville Basin and Park City area that participated in the survey.
Residents were randomly selected to participate via address-based sampling using records from the
publicly available registered voter file plus additional addresses purchased from a third-party vendor.
Invitations to participate in the survey were sent via email or postal mail to 6,500 households in zip
codes 84060, 84068, and 84098. The survey was offered in both English and Spanish, and mailed
invitations to participate in the survey were printed in both languages.
Data have been weighted to reflect population statistics from the Utah registered voter file and the U.S.
Census’ American Community Survey to ensure that the sample is representative of the region as a
whole, specifically in regards to age and gender. The results have a margin of error of +-4.7 percentage
points. The key findings for Basin Recreation residents are summarized on page 10 and Y2’s summary
presentation is available in the Appendix.
3
An open-access survey that was available for anyone to take was conducted following the scientific survey. Since the participation was not
random, only the scientific survey is summarized here.
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The Community Survey sought feedback on both importance and unmet need for existing facilities and
programs and also asked about interest in facilities that are not currently available in the region. The
top five most important indoor facilities for residents of the District were fitness space (weights/cardio),
group fitness studios, aquatics (lap lanes), indoor field space, and walking/jogging tracks, while the five
most important outdoor facilities were off-leash dog areas, multi-use fields, playgrounds, public golf
courses and bike parks. The top five unmet needs for indoor facilities were climbing walls, pickleball
courts, tennis courts, aquatics (lap lanes), and field space (artificial turf), while the top unmet needs
for outdoor facilities included pickleball courts4, aquatics (leisure pool), splash pads/water features,
aquatics (lap lanes), and basketball courts.
When asked about interest in facilities that do not currently exist in the region, the top-rated facilities
were indoor aquatics (leisure pool), outdoor golf learning centers, archery ranges, and outdoor ice rinks.
Direct comparison of results between the 2019 Survey and the 2012 Community Interest and Opinion
Survey5 is challenging because questions posed were not identical and the results were not synthesized
in a common manner. The figure on the following page summarizes the top results from the 2012 and
2019 surveys. Indoor aquatics (lap lanes) was the only facility that fell into the highest importance/unmet
need in the 2012 Survey and both the most important and high unmet needs in the 2019 Survey. Some
facilities carried over into the most important facilities in the 2019 Survey, including indoor group fitness
studios, indoor aquatics (lap lanes), off-leash dog areas, and a public golf course. However, these
facilities did not fall within the top five facilities with unmet needs in the 2019 Survey. This suggests that
these facilities are still important but that needs are being met.
Other facilities that fell within the highest importance/unmet need in the 2012 Survey did not fall within
the top five important facilities in the 2019 Survey, but did fall within the top five facilities for which
needs are not being met. These include indoor aquatics (lap lanes), and outdoor aquatics (leisure pool
and lap lanes). This suggests that while these facilities are desired, they are not quite as important as
other facilities.
The latest survey results indicate that indoor aquatics (lap lanes) is the only facility that has continued to
retain high importance and high unmet need since completion of the previous plan. Other facilities that
have been constructed since the last survey include additional indoor group fitness studios and fitness
space (weights/cardio) and off-leash dog areas, and the survey results indicate that those needs are
generally being met better. While public golf courses are indicated as important, the survey indicates
that either needs are generally being met, or that residents are not willing to pay for an additional
4
5

The 2019 survey was conducted before the eight new pickleball courts were added at Willow Park.
Leisure Vision/ETC Institute, May 2012

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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C
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Y

SURVEY COMPARISON

2012 SURVEY
Highest Importance/
Highest Unmet Need
(Basin Recreation Only)

• Indoor Aquatics
(Lap Lanes)
• Indoor Group
Fitness Studios
• Indoor Aquatics
(Leisure Pool)
• Indoor Fitness
(Weights/Cardio)
• Off-Leash
Dog Areas
• Outdoor Swimming
Pool
• Second Public Golf
Course

2019 SURVEY
Most Important

Most Important

(Indoor – Currently Available)

(Outdoor – Currently Available)

• Fitness Space (Weights/Cardio)
• Group Fitness Studios
• Aquatics (Lap Lanes)
• Field Space (Artificial Turf)
• Walking/Jogging Track

• Off-Leash Dog Areas
• Multi-Use Fields
• Playgrounds
• Public Golf Course
• Bike Park

Unmet Needs

Unmet Needs

(Indoor – Currently Available)

(Outdoor – Currently Available)

•
•
•
•
•

• Pickleball Courts
• Aquatics (Leisure Pool)
• Splash Pad/Water Feature
• Aquatics (Lap Lanes)
• Basketball Courts

Climbing Wall
Pickleball Courts
Tennis Courts
Aquatics (Lap Lanes)
Field Space (Artificial Turf)

Most Desired Facility Not Currently Available
Indoor Aquatics (Leisure Pool)
Outdoor Golf Learning Center

FACILITIES
10

2 Background: Previous Studies

Archery Range
Outdoor Ice Rink

facility at this time. Some aquatics facilities (indoor lap lanes and outdoor lap lanes and a leisure
pool) still have unmet needs, but residents have indicated that they are of less importance than other
recreation facilities, which may be driven in part by a lack of willingness to pay for more expensive
facilities such as pools.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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2 Background: Previous Studies

3

Public & Advisory Committee Input

As mentioned in Chapter 2, significant public input was obtained through the updated Community
Survey conducted in 2019 by Y2 Analytics. In addition to this survey, face-to-face and online meetings
were held to provide additional opportunities for the public to weigh in on the Strategic Action Plan
update.
Information such as presentation materials, meeting notes, and announcements were available on the
project website, and meetings were announced and advertised through the District’s email list and
social media, local media sources including radio and print media, and fliers posted at local recreation
facilities.

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS

Two public scoping meetings were held on March 9, 2020 at Park City Coffee Roaster in the morning
and at the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse in the evening. Each meeting was conducted in an open house
format, with charts and maps displayed and staff/planners available to answer questions and take
comments. Comment forms were distributed that could be filled out on-site, or attendees could submit
comments on the project website at www.BasinRecSAP.org.
A series of charts and maps were displayed that summarized the major findings of the previous
and recent studies, indicated progress that has been made since the last Strategic Action Plan was
completed, and presented an updated matrix of recreation facilities and evaluation criteria to assist with
prioritization. Attendees were asked to comment on the facilities and the appropriateness of the criteria.
Approximately 25 individuals signed-in at the meetings1.

1
The public scoping meetings were scheduled at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic and, at this point in time, attendance at The
Fieldhouse had already started to decline and people were starting to limit their visits to food and beverage establishments.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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A summary of comments follows, with detailed comments provided in the Appendix:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A desire for more maintenance on single track trails, a connection between the Summit Park
and Mid-Mountain Trail systems, and more hiking-only and e-bike trails
Private companies that benefit from the use of trails should pay a fee to help with the
maintenance
Positive comments on the trails and open space
Basin Recreation is doing a great job and has a great Board
Improvements at The Fieldhouse like more parking, bigger shower/dressing room area, kids’
club/childcare like PC MARC, more lifeguards, and steam room – indoor track is great
Fieldhouse needs better communication between staff and patrons regarding scheduling, and
should keep kids off the weight room equipment on the weekends
Need more senior programs
Desire for a park/playground in the Summit Park area – lots of young families
Close Run-a-Muk during the mud season to clean up and rest the space

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

An Advisory Committee was formed to provide guidance for the updated plan and was comprised of
representatives and staff from all departments, members of the Basin Recreation Administrative Control
Board, Summit County, Park City Recreation, PCSD, and the Utah Olympic Legacy Foundation. The
Advisory Committee met regularly to review information, public input, and presentation materials, and
to provide direction regarding the Plan’s progress and development.

DRAFT PLAN PUBLIC REVIEW

The Draft Plan was released to the public via the project website on June 15, 2020 and the planning
team presented a summary of the Draft Plan online2 on June 18, 2020. Only two members of the public
attended the online presentation of the Draft Plan. Comments focused on the displacement of tennis
at Willow Creek by converting the courts to pickleball. A request was made to look at some sort of
tennis court reservation system for the remaining courts, such as the previous clipboard sign-up sheet
procedure, to maximize use of the tennis courts. Multi-use courts that accommodate both tennis and
pickleball were mentioned as desirable.

2
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3 Public & Advisory Committee Input

Due to COVID-19 restrictions and concerns, the Draft Plan was presented online in place of the planned Draft Plan Public Open House.

4

Park & Recreation Facilities Assessments

PROJECT JURISDICTION

The boundary of Basin Recreation as shown on Map 1, encompasses land areas that extend beyond
Interstate 80 in the north to the Park City limits in the south, with the slopes of the Wasatch Mountain
range forming the western extent of the District, and the rolling hillsides east of Highway 40 defining the
eastern edges. The Basin includes a range of landforms, including flat meadows and fields in the lower
elevations to rolling hillsides and steep mountain slopes that dominate the Basin edges. It encompasses
a range of land uses, although low-density residential neighborhoods interspersed by various parks and
open spaces dominate the man-made uses.

OWNERSHIP

As illustrated on Map 1, the majority of land within the District’s boundaries is privately owned. National
Forest land is extensive in the Wasatch Mountains to the west, although only small portions of these
lands are located within the study area boundaries. Small parcels of public land are found within the
Basin, the largest of which is owned by the State Institutional Trust Lands Administration (“SITLA”). Other
public lands in the study area include parcels owned by the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) and
U.S. Military/U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

PARKS, RECREATION FACILITIES, TRAILS, & OPEN SPACE

The parks, recreation facilities, trails, and open spaces that are owned by Basin Recreation are shown
on Map 2 and summarized in Table 1. The table summarizes existing facilities, indicating the amount of
developed land and open space at each site and includes an inventory of indoor and outdoor amenities.
Opportunities for improvements and/or expansion at each facility are also noted. In addition to Basinowned facilities, residents also use facilities owned by the PCSD or others, which are summarized in
Table 2 and are also shown on Map 2.
The number of parks, recreation facilities, trails and open spaces is extensive and varied, reflecting the
important role these amenities play in the daily life of local residents. As illustrated on Map 2, 21 public
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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4 Parks & Recreation Facilities Assessments
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TABLE 1: FACILITIES INVENTORY FOR BASIN RECREATION-OWNED SITES

PLAYGROUNDS

PRACTICE FIELDS

PAVILIONS/GAZEBOS

RESTROOM FACILITIES

SAND VOLLEYBALL COURTS

SKATE PARKS

SPLASH PAD/WATER FEATURES

TENNIS COURTS

-

P

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

TRAILS ON SITE/TRAIL ACCESS

PICKLEBALL COURTS

-

PARKING

-

OFF-LEASH DOG AREAS

-

OUTDOOR LAP POOLS

-

FIELDS - GRASS MULTI-USE

BIKE PARKS

-

FIELDS - ARTIFICIAL TURF MULTI-USE

BASKETBALL COURTS

-

DISC GOLF COURSES

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL FIELDS

68.5

COMMUNITY GARDENS

RECREATION CENTERS

Amenti

DEVELOPED ACRES

1

FACILITY

OUTDOOR FACILITIES

OPEN SPACE ACRES

MAP
NUMBER

AREA

TOTAL ACRES

BASIN RECREATION-OWNED FACILITIES

NOTES
Open space with limited
development opportunities

2

Basin Recreation Fieldhouse

2.0

-

2.0

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

Indoor turf field, gymnasiums,
cardio/weight rooms, indoor
- track, hot tub, batting cages, golf
simulator, special event rental
space, group fitness classrooms

3

Discovery Open Space

42.3

42.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

4

Gillmor Open Space

331.0

331.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

5

PRI Open Space

276.0

276.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

Matt Knoop Memorial Park

10.0

0.0

10.0

-

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

-

-

Y

-

1

1

6

1

-

-

-

-

7

Rasmussen Open Space

221.0

221.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Open space with limited
development opportunities
Hiking/mountain biking and
cross country ski trails, unpaved
Y
trailheads, Run-a-Muk Trail area
for dogs, open space
Artificial turf field, pump track,
Y
pond
Y Trails and trailhead

8

Silver Creek Park

99.0

-

-

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

9

Spring Creek Trailhead

0.7

0.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

Y

10

Summit Park Trailhead

1.0

1.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Toll Canyon Open Space

767.0

767.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

12

Trailside Park

63.0

46.0

17.0

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

2

-

1

Y

-

2

-

3

2

-

1

-

4
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Triangle Parcel

106.3

106.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

Open space with limited
development opportunities
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Willow Creek Park

83.5

66.0

17.5

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

3

-

1

Y

8

2

-

4

2

2

-

1

2

Y

Exercise par course - Needs
more parking
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Woods at Parley's Trailhead

6.0

3.0

3.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Y

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

1 mile of groomed winter trail, 4
Y miles of crushed gravel and
natural surface loop

Y = Yes, amenity is present P = Potential amenity
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Planned fields and parking

Trails and trailhead will be
installed summer 2020
Limited development is
possible

Future community park Mountain Recreation Facilities
Park land surrounding new Silver Master Plan proposed concept
Creek development
with a community and aquatics
center and a variety of outdoor
facilities
Needs dog-friendly places in
Pony Express Monument
some places along the creek
Trailhead
Parking
Open space under conservation
Trail planning underway
easement

Meeting space - Needs
Y
expanded maintenance facility
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POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT/
EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES

Possible addition of community
center/ senior center/ day camp
building and expansion of
upper parking lot
Planned trailhead and trails,
soil remediation may be
required
Parking and three acres to
north for field space (no
structures)

OUTDOOR LAP POOLS

OFF-LEASH DOG AREAS

PARKING

PICKLEBALL COURTS

PLAYGROUNDS

PRACTICE FIELDS

PAVILIONS/GAZEBOS

RESTROOM FACILITIES

SAND VOLLEYBALL COURTS

SKATE PARKS

SPLASH PAD/WATER FEATURES

TENNIS COURTS

-

P

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL FIELDS

BASKETBALL COURTS

BIKE PARKS

68.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

COMMUNITY GARDENS

RECREATION CENTERS

Amenti

DEVELOPED ACRES

1

FACILITY

OPEN SPACE ACRES

MAP
NUMBER

TOTAL ACRES

TABLE 2: FACILITIES INVENTORY FOR SITES OWNED BY OTHERS

TRAILS ON SITE/TRAIL ACCESS

FIELDS - GRASS MULTI-USE

OUTDOOR FACILITIES
FIELDS - ARTIFICIAL TURF MULTI-USE

AREA

DISC GOLF COURSES

BASIN RECREATION-OWNED FACILITIES

NOTES
Open space with limited
development opportunities

2

Basin Recreation Fieldhouse

2.0

-

2.0

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

Indoor turf field, gymnasiums,
cardio/weight rooms, indoor
- track, hot tub, batting cages, golf
simulator, special event rental
space, group fitness classrooms

3

Discovery Open Space

42.3

42.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

4

Gillmor Open Space

331.0

331.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

5

PRI Open Space

276.0

276.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

Matt Knoop Memorial Park

10.0

0.0

10.0

-

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

-

-

Y

-

1

1

6

1

-

-

-

-

7

Rasmussen Open Space

221.0

221.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Open space with limited
development opportunities
Hiking/mountain biking and
cross country ski trails, unpaved
Y
trailheads, Run-a-Muk Trail area
for dogs, open space
Artificial turf field, pump track,
Y
pond
Y Trails and trailhead

8

Silver Creek Park

99.0

-

-

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

9

Spring Creek Trailhead

0.7

0.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

Y

10

Summit Park Trailhead

1.0

1.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Toll Canyon Open Space

767.0

767.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT/
EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES
Planned fields and parking

Trails and trailhead will be
installed summer 2020
Limited development is
possible

Future community park Mountain Recreation Facilities
Park land surrounding new Silver Master Plan proposed concept
Creek development
with a community and aquatics
center and a variety of outdoor
facilities
Needs dog-friendly places in
Pony Express Monument
some places along the creek
Trailhead
Parking
Open space under conservation
Trail planning underway
easement
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Trailside Park

63.0

46.0

17.0

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

2

-

1

Y

-

2

-

3

2

-

1

-

4

Meeting space - Needs
Y
expanded maintenance facility
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Triangle Parcel

106.3

106.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

Open space with limited
development opportunities
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Willow Creek Park

83.5

66.0

17.5

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

3

-

1

Y

8

2

-

4

2

2

-

1

2

Y

Exercise par course - Needs
more parking

15

Woods at Parley's Trailhead

6.0

3.0

3.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Y

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

1 mile of groomed winter trail, 4
Y miles of crushed gravel and
natural surface loop

Possible addition of community
center/ senior center/ day camp
building and expansion of
upper parking lot
Planned trailhead and trails,
soil remediation may be
required
Parking and three acres to
north for field space (no
structures)

Y = Yes, amenity is present P = Potential amenity
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facilities have been identified, encompassing various parks, open spaces, recreation centers, and sports
facilities. The open space system is particularly diverse, encompassing designated open spaces, land
protected through conservation easements, the Swaner Nature Preserve, and open spaces located on
federal and state lands.

Parks
Basin Recreation owns and manages three community parks that offer a wide array of active and
passive recreation opportunities. Matt Knoop Memorial Park (10 acres total, 10 acres developed),
Trailside Park (63 acres total, 17 acres developed), and Willow Creek Park (83.5 acres total, 17.5 acres
developed). Individual amenities within each park are shown on Table 1. The Woods at Parley’s Lane is a
smaller park (6 acres total, 3 developed) that also serves the community.

LEVEL OF SERVICE1

The LOS analysis process was developed by the National Recreation and Parks Association (“NRPA”) to
assist communities in evaluating whether the amount of park land is sufficient for meeting park needs.
The LOS is a ratio calculated by dividing the total acres of park land by the population and multiplying by
1,000. The resulting figure represents the number of park acres provided for every thousand residents.
The LOS analysis originated as a benchmark for determining park needs, allowing communities to
compare their performance with that of other communities and nationally-established minimum
standards. While helping to evaluate a minimum standard for parks, the LOS analysis has fallen out of
favor as a standard benchmark in recent years, which is an acknowledgment that such comparisons
do not reflect the unique conditions and goals of individual communities. This is especially true in the
Intermountain West, where residents of areas such as the Basin have access to significant amounts
of state and federal public lands or publicly-owned open space that help meet recreation needs. As
a result, the LOS analysis is now most useful as an internal planning tool to help a community gauge
past and current trends related to the supply of park land and determine the vision for future park land
provision as it continues to grow and mature.
There are 48 acres of developed park land2 in the District at present, resulting in an existing LOS ratio
of 2.4 acres of park land per 1,000 residents3. As previously indicated, comparing the existing LOS with
national standards has fallen out of favor in recent years. Likewise, comparing the existing LOS for
Basin Recreation with those of other communities is not recommended for establishing a desired LOS
1
The LOS analysis in this Plan examines overall park acres per population, while the 2019 Needs Assessment examined LOS needs for individual
amenities.
2
Including Matt Knoop Park, Trailside Park, Willow Creek Park, and the Woods at Parley’s Trailhead
3
Assumes 2020 population of 20,002 based on 2019 Needs Assessment
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TABLE 3: LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS)
COMPARISON

LOCATION
Basin Recreation
Steamboat Springs,
CO
Truckee, CA
Draper
Herriman
Lehi
Mapleton
Orem
Provo
Salem
Sandy
Saratoga Springs
South Jordan
Spanish Fork
St. George
West Jordan

LEVEL-OF-SERVICE (LOS)
ACRES PER 1,000
RESIDENTS
2.4
3.6
2.2
3.8
3.7
5.6
4.9
2.8
4.9
4.3
6.0
3.7
4.8
5.9
5.6
2.8

since the District is unique in its needs and access to public lands. Nevertheless, such comparisons
can be helpful for gauging where the District stands in relation to other communities in the region.
As illustrated in Table 3, the existing LOS in the Basin hovers near the lower end when compared
to a selection of mountain resort communities in the west and other communities in the state. One
important factor to note is that the District does not, as a policy, provide local or neighborhood
parks, while the other communities listed on the table do provide smaller parks (which are included
in the LOS ratios in the table).

DISTRIBUTION

The distribution of parks and their corresponding service areas were analyzed to understand the
spatial and locational characteristics of Basin Recreation’s park system. This analysis supports the
public input received in the survey, which indicates that proximity to home is the top reason for using
the park they most frequently visit.
Map 3 illustrates the distribution and service areas of existing and planned Basin-owned parks and
facilities owned by others, which were assigned service radii according to park/facility type and size
as follows: elementary school fields and small parks (1/2-mile radius), and community parks, middle
or high school fields (1-mile radius). Once the distribution of each facility was mapped, the primary
zones that allow residential land use were added (in yellow) to help illustrate which existing or future
residential areas may not be served by Basin-owned parks or facilities owned by others.

As shown on the map, Basin-owned community parks are focused in the center of the District’s
boundaries. Facilities owned by PCSD, which are primarily multi-use fields and softball/baseball
fields, help meet needs in the northwest portion of the District and further south in Park City. Basin
Recreation recognizes the need to provide community parks throughout the District, and acknowledges a particular desire for a park on the west side of its
service district. The District has been actively exploring options for this area, adhering to the District’s policy of providing community parks that serve the
region rather than smaller neighborhood parks that serve smaller neighborhoods or subdivisions.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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MEETING FUTURE NEEDS

Basin Recreation’s population is expected to be approximately 23,151 residents by 2030, an increase
of 3,149 from the estimated 2020 population. Assuming the current number of developed parks is
maintained in the future, the District’s LOS would drop to 2.1 by 2030, which makes the development
of Silver Creek Park essential for maintaining a similar LOS as the community grows. Silver Creek Park
will add up to 99 acres of park land to the system, increasing the LOS to 6.4 if implemented by 2030.
While the development of Silver Creek Park will undoubtedly raise Basin Recreation’s LOS, it is unlikely
that the entire site will be developed as park land. Assuming, for example, that 50-percent of the site
is developed as park land and the other half is set aside as open space, the District’s LOS would still
increase to 4.3 acres per 1,000 people in 2030.
According to the survey results, 45-percent of respondents from the Basin are willing to support funding
for parks, while 63-percent support funding for open space, and 89-percent support funding for trails.
This indicates general satisfaction with the area’s parks overall. Rather than recommending a specific
future LOS, this Plan encourages vigilance and care to ensure Silver Creek Park is developed as the
population increases, and that Basin Recreation continues to explore options for adding additional
community parks where possible to help fill existing distribution gaps.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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Recreation
As indicated in Table 1, the District owns and operates the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse, an 83,000
square foot athletic center that offers a wide array of recreation opportunities for residents. The facility
includes a 30 x 75-yard indoor artificial turf field, a gymnasium that can be subdivided, cardio and
weight rooms, an indoor track, a four-lane outdoor lap pool and hot tub, a splash pad, four batting
cages with pitching machines, a golf simulator, and event rental space. The survey indicated that
52-percent of residents use The Fieldhouse at least once a week and that the weight/cardiovascular
fitness areas and indoor track are the most popular amenities among Basin residents.
Basin Recreation provides programmed indoor activities at The Fieldhouse, in addition to Ecker Middle
School (two basketball and two volleyball courts), Treasure Mountain Middle School (two basketball
courts and one volleyball court), and Trailside Elementary School (one basketball court). The Park Room
at Trailside Park is also rented out for art classes and other meetings.
Outdoor recreation programs, as discussed in Chapter 5, are held at the District’s three community
parks (Matt Knoop, Trailside, and Willow Creek), and at PCSD-owned locations including Ecker Hill
Middle School, Jeremy Ranch Elementary, Treasure Mountain Middle School/North 40 Fields, Park City
High School Fields, and Trailside Elementary.
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Trails & Trailheads
Basin Recreation’s trail system is extensive, complimentary, and connected to the Park City and ski area
trail systems, illustrating the importance of trails to the daily life of local residents. When asked how
they would allocate $100 on recreation, District survey respondents allocated an average $25 of their
funding towards trails. By way of comparison, the next highest average allocations in the survey were
$9 each for open space and off-leash areas.
The District plans for trails separately to give these amenities the high level of detail they warrant.
The Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District Trails Master Plan, updated in April 2019, includes
community-wide trail system objectives and recommendations for deliberate growth. The District staff
updates the corresponding map regularly to show proposed/planned expansions. As a robust planning
process specific to trails exists, this plan defers to the District’s Trails Master Plan for details on the
trail system. However, it is acknowledged that planning for other recreation needs must be balanced
with the high demand for trails in the community. It should also be noted that impact fees for trails are
collected and allocated separately from park impact fees, resulting in separate pools of money for
future additions.
Map 3 illustrates the existing trail system, including both summer and winter trails. Trails are classified
by characteristics such as surface, use, and season. The map includes other trail facilities that help to
form a complete and interconnected system, including sponsored trails and loop connectors, roadway
underpasses, sidewalks, stairs, and bike lanes. A current look at potential trails and trailheads can be
found in the Trails Master Plan.
It should be noted that, while trails do not create a revenue source per se, they come with significant
maintenance costs. These costs include upkeep of transportation trails, weed mitigation in trail
corridors, and costs to enforce parking and trail rules.

Open Space & Sensitive Lands
The District and its residents place a high value on publicly-owned open space, as indicated in the
survey results discussed above. Open space tied for second place with off-leash areas when survey
respondents were asked to allocate hypothetical funds. According to the survey results, three of the top
five most popular open spaces are owned and operated by Basin Recreation (Willow Creek, Run-a-Muk,
and Summit Park), indicating management and maintenance demands on the District to meet regional
recreation needs.
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Open space transactions are evaluated through criteria established and reviewed by the Basin Open
Space Advisory Committee (“BOSAC”). The District works with the County to negotiate land transactions,
which often take several years to complete. Such transactions are largely funded by General Obligation
bonds approved by the community. According to its mandate, the District seeks to acquire open space
that has a recreational component.
Basin Recreation owns and/or manages over 2,300 acres of open space. Although open space is
generally not assigned an LOS, it is interesting to note that the District has approximately 115 acres
of existing open space per 1,000 people. When combined with the parks, recreation facilities and
trail network, it is evident that residents have access to an extensive, diverse network of recreation
opportunities in the Basin. Tables 1 and 2 show open space areas in the District.
Additional open space will likely be part of recently-acquired properties once final designs have been
determined, including the Amenti parcel and Silver Creek Park. During any project recreation planning
or development process, special consideration should be taken to address sensitive lands prior to
project implementation. Such lands include but are not necessarily limited to wetlands, steep slopes,
stream corridors, and critical wildlife habitat. Any proposed development within such areas should be
addressed appropriately to best mitigate potential negative impacts. In addition, several sites in the
region have also been impacted by past activities such as mining, and may require special mitigation
efforts with higher levels of development, or may restrict development opportunities in general.

DEVELOPMENT & EXPANSION OPPORTUNITIES

Map 4 illustrates land that is currently owned by Basin Recreation that is available for the addition of
parks, recreation facilities, and/or trails in the future. Potential development/expansion opportunities are
summarized in Table 1. While many of the other sites owned by the District are built-out, or have limited
expansion and improvement opportunities, the sites indicated on the map have the greatest potential
for the expansion of existing facilities or the creation of new recreation facilities.

Land Available for the Development or Expansion
of Park Facilities
Basin Recreation has acquired several parcels since the completion of the previous Strategic Action
Plan. Two of these new land areas, in addition to two parks owned previously, offer the opportunity to
create new community parks or expand additional facilities within the District.
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A - AMENTI

Amenti is located east of Trailside Park. A portion of the 68.5-acre parcel is planned to include multi-use fields, a restroom, and parking, expanding the
recreational opportunities in the vicinity and the parking capacity. The remaining areas of the site will be dedicated as open space and will include trails.

B - SILVER CREEK

Silver Creek, located at the junction of Interstate 80 and Highway 40 extends around the northern and western perimeter of the new Silver Creek residential
community. The 99-acre site will be developed as a Community Park, with the design and specific amenities yet-to-be determined. This future park site will
also include open space with trails connecting amenities within the park and providing access to nearby regional trails. Silver Creek was one of the potential
park sites evaluated as part of the Mountain Recreation Facilities Master Plan completed in 2017. The Facilities Master Plan offers a preferred concept and
includes several additional concepts that were generated as part of the design exploration phase. It is anticipated that the final site master plan and design
will integrate previous planning efforts and the information in this Action Plan, and will also be informed by additional public input.

C - WILLOW CREEK PARK

Willow Creek Park is located east of Highway 224 on Split Rail Lane and Old Ranch Road. The 83.5-acre park includes 66 acres of open space with trails
and 17.5 acres of developed park land. The preferred concept in the Facilities Master Plan for this site includes the addition of one multipurpose field at the
north end with some additional parking and the addition of pickleball courts. Pickleball courts have since been added to the site and no additional courts are
planned. Parking is an issue at Willow Creek during tournaments and large events, and impacts of potential improvements should be carefully considered.
As part of the Facilities Master Plan, the Summit County Transportation Department recommended the addition of secured bike parking on site to encourage
alternative transportation modes.
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D - TRAILSIDE PARK

Trailside Park is located west of Highway 40 at the terminus of Silver Summit Parkway. The 63-acre
park includes 46 acres of open space and 17 acres of developed land. Though mostly built-out, the
Facilities Master Plan concept illustrated the possibility of adding a community center/senior center/day
camp building at the west end of the parking lot and expanding the existing parking lot to the south. As
with Willow Creek Park, the Summit County Transportation Department recommended the addition of
secured bike parking on site to encourage alternative transportation modes.

Land Available for 4Potential Development of Trails or Trails
Related Amenities
Other recent land acquisitions add to the District’s open space profile, preserving key open areas while
offering opportunities to develop new trails and increase the connectivity of the District’s system.

A - AMENTI
See above.

B - DISCOVERY OPEN SPACE

The 42.3 acres of the Discovery Open Space, located in the northwestern region of the District
just south of Interstate 80, will have trails and a trailhead installed in the summer of 2020, with the
possibility of additional trails in the future.

C - GILLMOR OPEN SPACE

The 331-acre Gillmor Open Space, located south of Silver Creek east of Highway 40, is slated to include
limited development of trails.

D - SILVER CREEK
See above.

E - TRIANGLE PARCEL

The Triangle Parcel has limited development opportunities and will likely include a trailhead, with it’s
convenient location adjacent to Highway 40, and trail development. If additional uses are desired in the
future, remediation of the existing soil would be required.

4
The District, along with the Summit County Council, continually looks for additional open space opportunities within Snyderville Basin and
continues to improve trail access and parking at existing open space.
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Other Opportunities
Other options the District could consider for expanding facility use include temporary or permanent doming of outdoor fields and courts (similar to the bubble
placed over the tennis courts at the PC MARC pictured below), the addition of lighting to extend field or court use into the evening, or converting outdoor
natural grass fields to artificial turf. These options are discussed further in Chapter 7: Action Plan and Goals and may require code review and/or modification.

Park City School District Land
A high level of cooperation exists between Basin Recreation and PCSD as part of providing parks and recreation facilities while avoiding replication of
services. Key examples include cooperative efforts used to facilitate the development of the Ecker Hill Aquatic Center, and the development and use of
school fields. PCSD is currently in the process of updating its master plan, which could potentially impact existing recreation facilities in the future. While Basin
Recreation does not own or control these lands, it does program some of these facilities and has interlocal agreements in place for their use. The District
should continue to partner with PCSD whenever possible to ensure the most efficient development and use of recreation facilities in the community.
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5

Programming Assessment

An extensive array of recreation programs is available to residents of the Basin, as summarized to
the right. The Needs Assessment examined program-based facility needs (see Chapter 4), while the
Community Survey sought resident feedback on how well general program needs are met. The survey
questions1 addressing recreation programs did not separate out Basin Recreation programs from Park
City Recreation programs, although it provides input on Basin resident opinions regarding programs in
the region. Programs offered by the District are listed on the next page. Ice-based programs, including
curling, learn to ice skate, and hockey are offered through Park City Recreation, and are held at the Park
City Ice Arena at Quinn’s Junction. Golf programs are also offered by Park City Recreation and are held
at the Park City Municipal Golf Course.
When asked which currently available Basin Recreation or Park City programs are important to
their household, respondents from the Basin ranked adult fitness (50-percent), community wellness
(26-percent), adult Nordic skiing (22-percent), and senior programming (21-percent) the highest.
Programs that ranked as least important included figure skating (<1-percent), youth tennis (3-percent),
youth hockey (4-percent), learn to ice skate (4-percent), and curling (4-percent).
With regard to how well programs in the Basin or Park City meet recreation needs, Basin residents
indicate the greatest satisfaction with public skating, adult fitness, adult Nordic skiing, youth camps, and
youth sports leagues2. The programs with the lowest rankings for needs met include teen programming,
pickleball, youth tennis, adult swim, and adult sports leagues and tournaments. A detailed scoring table
was developed to help clearly summarize the survey results for this question, which is located in the
Appendix.
Desired improvements to recreation programs include more classes outside of working hours, better
notification of program availability, more opportunities overall, more female sports team opportunities,
more senior and teen programming, and affordable options.
1
2

RECREATION PROGRAMS
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN
THE REGION
Adult Fitness
Adult Nordic Skiing
Adult Sports Leagues/Tournaments
Adult Swim
Adult Tennis
Community Wellness
Curling
Learn to Ice Skate
Pickleball
Public Skating
Senior Programming
Teen Programming
Toddler Time
Youth Camp
Youth Golf
Youth Hockey
Youth Sports Leagues
Youth Swim
Youth Tennis

The survey results presentation is available in the Appendix.
The scoring system used to assist with programming needs met is available in the Appendix.
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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BASIN YOUTH PROGRAMS

BASIN ADULT PROGRAMS

BASIN 50+ PROGRAMS

Baseball/Softball
Basketball
Biking
Camps
Fitness
Football
Lacrosse
Soccer
Swimming
Teen Programming
Tennis/Pickleball
Volleyball

Basketball
Biking
Cornhole
Drop-In Sports
Education
Fitness
Hiking
Nordic Skiing
Pickleball
Soccer
Swimming
Tennis

Art
Biking
Dance
Education
Fitness
Fun Over 50 GO!
Hiking
Nordic Skiing
Pickleball
Tennis

5 Programming Assessment

6

Prioritization Process

The recreation prioritization process was criteria-based. Criteria from the previous study were refined
with feedback from the Advisory Committee and staff and utilizing the comments received during the
public involvement process. Individual criterion were combined or eliminated to focus on the specific
mandate of the District to meet the needs of local residents while also considering public input from
previous planning studies.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE CRITERIA

Table 4 summarizes the ten criteria that were used to prioritize potential facilities and a detailed
description of each follows. The criteria were referred to throughout the scoring process as part of
maintaining a level of consistency and objectivity.

Criterion 1: Seasons Served
The local temperate climate requires that some recreational activities are limited to warmer times of the
year unless indoor facilities are available to facilitate year-round. Facilities received higher scores if they
had the potential to serve the District during more seasons of the year, making better use of the public
investment required. Facilities serving the community for one season received 0 points, two seasons
received 3 points, 3 seasons received 6 points, and a facility that serves the community year-round
received 9 points.

Criterion 2: Needs Assessment Results
The Needs Assessment examined the recreation facilities within the District’s service area, detailing
which facilities are used at or beyond capacity, and making recommendations for future facilities to
be provided. The study also evaluated potential scheduling issues if PCSD-owned facilities currently
used by Basin Recreation become unavailable for shared use. The facilities received no points if they
were not mentioned in the Needs Assessment, 6 points if the Needs Assessment stated that they were
needed to maintain the District’s LOS over the next ten years, 12 points if they were mentioned in the
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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TABLE 4: RECREATION FACILITY PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA
POINTS

CRITERIA

0

3

6

9

1

Seasons Served

1 season

2 seasons

3 seasons

Year round

2

Needs Assessment Results*

Not mentioned - 0 points

Necessary to maintain current
level-of-service (LOS) over next 10
years - 6 points

Helpful to mitigate limited access 12 points

Immediately beneficial - 18 points

3

Survey Results: Importance/Interest

<5% of respondents rated as
important

5% to 12% of respondents rated as
important

13% to 20% of respondents rated
as important

>20% of respondents rated as
important

4

Survey Results: Needs Met

Need met extremely well (avg
score 85+)

Needs met well (avg score 75-85)

Needs met somewhat well (avg
score 65-75)

Needs not met (avg score <65)

5

Multiple Uses - Local/Recreational

Accommodates a single activity

Accommodates 2 activities

Accommodates 3 activities

Accommodates 4+ activities

6

Land Availability

Not currently available

Limited possibility for acquisition

Available for possible acquisition

Yes, Basin Recreation owned

7

Improvements/Expansion Already
Planned/Committed

Nothing planned/committed

Improvements/ expansion
possible

Improvements/ expansion planned

Improvements/ expansion funded

8

Regional Availability

Already available within Basin
Recreation or Park City

Already available within Basin
Recreation District or Park City,
but needs not met

Available within 15 miles

Available outside of 15 miles

9

Operations and Maintenance

High maintenance cost

Moderate maintenance cost

Low maintenance cost

No maintenance or maintenance
costs incurred by others

10

Cost

More than $30 million

Between $10-$30 million

Between $2-$10 million

Less than $2 million

*Needs Assessment Results double-weighted to reflect the importance of need
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Needs Assessment as needed to mitigate the effects any future limitations on usage of PCSD facilities
might have on programs and events, and 18 points if the Needs Assessment stated that the facility
would be immediately beneficial and/or would help alleviate current demand. This criterion was doubleweighted to reflect the importance of need when prioritizing recreation facilities.

Criterion 3: Survey Results: Importance/Interest
The Community Survey examined the desires of residents within the District’s service area. Based in
large part on the public input during this project and discussion with the Advisory Committee, it was
decided that greater emphasis should be placed on the survey results, since they express the desires
and perceived needs of users. Importance and needs for existing facilities were addressed in separate
questions on the survey; therefore, a separate criterion for each topic was included in the scoring
criteria, in essence double-weighting the survey results.
The scores for importance are based on a separate scoring evaluation of the Community Survey
results for this question: “Which of these currently available regional facilities would you say are
MOST IMPORTANT to you or a member of your household?” (Select up to 5.) The survey also asked
respondents about their interest level in facilities that are not currently available locally.
Facilities that were rated as important by less than 10-percent of respondents or were not mentioned in
the survey, and facilities not currently available locally that garnered interest of less than 5-percent of
respondents received 0 points. Facilities that were rated as important by 5 to 12 percent of respondents
and facilities not currently available locally with interest of 5 to 12 percent of respondents were given 3
points. The facilities which were rated as important of 12 to 20 percent of respondents and facilities not
currently available locally with interest of 12 to 20 percent of respondents were given 6 points. Facilities
rated as important by more than 20-percent of respondents and facilities not currently available locally
that garnered interest of more than 20-percent of respondents were given 9 points.

Criterion 4: Survey Results: Needs Met
As mentioned in Criterion 3, the Community Survey evaluated facility importance and need separately.
Therefore, separate criteria are provided to address each of these important considerations. The
scores for needs met are based on a separate scoring evaluation of the Community Survey results
for this question: “Thinking about all of the recreation facilities of this type in the Snyderville Basin or
Park City, how well do these facilities meet your needs or the needs of members of your household?”
Respondents selected from rankings that included extremely well, very well, somewhat well, not very
well, or not very well at all.
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In order to objectively quantify the results of this survey question and to parse results into a scoring
breakdown similar to other criteria, the scoring process, as illustrated in Table 5, was applied. The
percent of respondents that indicated that needs are met extremely well for a facility was multiplied by
five, the percent of respondents that indicated that needs are met very well for a facility was multiplied
by four, the percent of respondents that indicated needs are met somewhat well for a facility was
multiplied by three, the percent of respondents that indicated that needs are not met very well for a
facility was multiplied by two, and the percent of respondents that indicated that needs are not met well
at all for a facility was not multiplied. The points were totaled for each facility and then averaged.
Facilities with an average score of greater than 85 received 0 points; facilities with an average score
between 75 to 85 received 3 points; facilities with an average score between 65 to 75 received 6
points; and facilities with an average score of less than 65 received 9 points.

TABLE 5: SURVEY NEEDS MET SCORING SYSTEM
Multiplier
FACILITY
Pickleball Courts (Outdoor)
Climbing Wall (Indoor)
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Outdoor)
Splash Pad/Water Feature (Outdoor)
Pickleball Courts (Indoor)
Tennis Courts (Indoor)
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Outdoor)
Basketball Courts (Outdoor)
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Indoor)
Skateboard Park (Outdoor)
Tennis Courts (Outdoor)
Multi-Use Artificial Turf Fields (Indoor)
Ice Sheet (Indoor)
Gymnasium Court Space (Indoor)
Off-Leash Dog Areas (Outdoor)
Multi-Use Fields (Outdoor)
Softball/Baseball Fields (Outdoor)
Outdoor volleybal (Outdoor)
Public Golf Course
Cardio/Weight Areas (Indoor)
Bike Park (Outdoor)
Playgrounds (Outdoor)
Walking/Jogging Rrack (Indoor)
Group Fitness Studio (Indoor)
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Meets needs extremely
5
Survey
Score
Percent
6
30
13
65
12
60
27
135
17
85
17
85
20
100
17
85
23
115
5
25
34
170
39
195
36
180
40
200
29
145
30
150
60
300
44
220
43
215
44
220
40
200
60
300
58
290
53
265

Meets needs very well
4
Survey
Score
Percent
31
124
17
68
19
76
6
24
37
148
42
168
34
136
48
192
38
152
64
256
25
100
19
76
22
88
34
136
42
168
51
204
14
56
38
152
41
164
47
188
56
224
27
108
31
124
39
156

Meets needs somewhat
3
Survey
Score
Percent
30
90
40
120
42
126
48
144
30
90
25
75
35
105
8
24
25
75
31
93
26
78
30
90
42
126
9
27
22
66
13
39
16
48
18
54
14
42
8
24
4
12
8
24
8
24
8
24

Needs not met very well Needs not met met well
2
1
Survey
Survey
Score
Score
Total Score
Percent
Percent
8
16
25
25
285
29
58
2
2
313
21
42
6
6
310
15
30
5
5
338
5
10
11
11
344
9
18
7
7
353
7
14
4
4
359
27
54
0
0
355
10
20
4
4
366
0
0
0
0
374
9
18
6
6
372
8
16
4
4
381
0
0
0
0
394
17
34
0
0
397
7
14
0
0
393
6
12
0
0
405
9
18
0
0
422
0
0
0
0
426
2
4
0
0
425
1
2
0
0
434
0
0
0
0
436
3
6
3
3
441
3
6
0
0
444
445
0
0
0
0

Average
Score
57
62.6
62
67.6
68.8
70.6
71.8
71
73.2
74.8
74.4
76.2
78.8
79.4
78.6
81
84.4
85.2
85
86.8
87.2
88.2
88.8
89

<65

65+

75+

85+

Criterion 5: Multiple Uses – Local/Recreational
This criterion addressed the potential of projects to serve multiple needs or uses for District residents
for recreational purposes. Facilities that accommodate a single activity for locals were given 0 points;
those that provide two activities received 3 points; those providing three activities received 6 points;
and those facilities that provide four or more activities received 9 points.

Criterion 6: Land Availability
Facilities were evaluated for their ability and/or likelihood to be located on land already owned by the
Basin Recreation. If land was not currently available for a specific facility, it was given 0 points; if there
was limited possibility for acquisition to accommodate a facility it was given 3 points; if public land was
available for possible use it was given 6 points, and if Basin Recreation already owned land that could
accommodate the facility then 9 points were assigned.

Criterion 7: Improvements/Expansion Already Planned/
Committed
Basin Recreation has existing projects in various stages of planning and development. This criterion
evaluated whether facilities were already “on the boards” or committed for development. Facilities
which were not part of a planned or committed improvement were assigned 0 points; those associated
with possible improvements or the expansion of existing facilities were assigned 3 points; facilities
associated with planned expansion or improvements of existing facilities were assigned 6 points; and
those associated with expansion or improvements of existing facilities that are already funded were
assigned 9 points.

Criterion 8: Regional Availability
Some recreation needs of residents are currently met by facilities in the surrounding region. Projects
that are already available within the Basin or Park City were assigned a score of 0 points; those
available in Basin or Park City, but not meeting needs, were assigned a score of 3 points; those
available within 15 miles of the Basin were assigned a score of 6 points; and projects available outside
15 miles of the Basin were assigned a score of 9 points.
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Criterion 9: Operations and Maintenance
Ongoing Operations and Maintenance (“O&M)” costs of facilities can place a significant demand on
existing budgets, not only through facility maintenance and upkeep, but through utility and staffing
costs. Facilities with high O&M costs received 0 points, those with moderate O&M costs received 3
points, those with low O&M costs received 6 points, and those with no O&M costs or where the costs
are covered by other means received 9 points.

Criterion 10: Cost
The planning and construction cost of a facility, which is related to the Funding Availability and the
Operations and Maintenance criteria above, is one of the most critical factors affecting the timing and
phasing of project implementation. This criterion excludes the cost of land due to the numerous factors
which can influence the cost of land acquisition. Facilities that are expected to cost over $30 million to
implement were given 0 points; projects with likely costs between $10-$30 million were given 3 points,
projects with likely costs between $2-$10 million were given 6 points, and those which are likely to cost
less than $2 million were given 9 points.

USING A MATRIX TO PRIORITIZE THE PROJECTS

As illustrated in Table 6, a matrix was used to compare the ranks of potential facilities. As detailed
below, the potential facilities located on the X-Axis were evaluated against the ten criteria on the Y-Axis.

X-Axis – The Facilities
The facilities were identified in the Needs Assessment and Community Survey, through discussions with
the Advisory Committee and Basin Recreation staff, and through suggestions made during the public
input process.

Y-Axis – The Scoring Criteria
Initial criteria were established by the Planning Team and later refined through input and scrutiny
provided by Basin Recreation staff and the Advisory Committee. Additional refinement occurred in
response to public input received throughout the planning process.
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TABLE 6: SCORED FACILITIES MATRIX

Land Availability

Improvements/Expansion Already Planned/Committe

Regional Availability

Operations and Maintenance

Cost

TOTAL SCORE

Survey Results: Needs Met

Survey Results: Importance/Interest

Needs Assessment Results*

Seasons Served

Multipurpose Artificial Turf Fields (Indoor)
9
18
3
3
Walking/Jogging Track (Indoor)
9
18
3
0
Climbing Wall (Indoor)
9
18
3
9
Gymnasium Court Space (Indoor)
9
18
0
3
Multipurpose Fields (Outdoor)
6
12
3
3
Off-Leash Dog Areas (Outdoor)
9
6
9
3
Pickleball (Outdoor)
6
6
3
9
Softball/Baseball Fields (Outdoor)
6
12
3
3
Tennis Courts (Outdoor)
6
6
3
6
Cardio/Weight Areas (Indoor)
9
0
9
0
Group Fitness Studio (Indoor)
9
0
6
0
Playgrounds (Outdoor)
6
6
3
0
Tennis Courts (Indoor)
9
0
0
6
Pavilions (Outdoor)
6
6
0
0
Pickleball (Indoor)
9
0
3
6
Playgrounds (Indoor)
9
0
6
0
Squash or Racquetball Courts (Indoor)
9
0
6
0
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Indoor)
9
0
3
6
Basketball Courts (Outdoor)
6
0
0
6
Skate Park (Outdoor)
6
0
0
6
Bike Park (Outdoor)
6
0
3
0
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Outdoor)
6
0
3
6
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Outdoor)
6
0
3
9
Archery Range
6
0
6
0
Paddle/Platform Tennis (Outdoor)
6
0
3
0
Splash Pad/Water Feature (Outdoor)
3
0
3
6
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Indoor)
9
0
9
0
Volleyball (Outdoor)
6
0
0
0
Skate Park (Indoor)
9
0
3
0
Ice Sheet (Indoor)
9
0
0
3
Equestrian Center (Indoor)
9
0
3
0
Golf Learning Center (Outdoor)
6
0
9
0
Equestrian Park (Outdoor)
6
0
3
0
Ice Sheet (Outdoor)
0
0
6
0
Golf Course - Public (Outdoor)
6
0
3
0
*Needs Assessment Results double-weighted to reflect the importance of need

Multiple Uses - Local/Recreational

EVALUATION CRITERIA

FACILITY

9
9
0
9
9
0
0
3
0
9
9
0
3
0
3
0
3
9
0
0
0
9
3
0
0
0
3
0
0
9
3
0
3
9
0

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
6
9
9
9
9
3
3
3
3
3
0

3
3
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
3
3
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
3
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
3
0
3
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
0

6
6
9
6
6
6
9
6
9
6
6
6
9
9
9
6
9
0
9
9
6
0
0
6
3
3
0
9
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
6
6
3
6
9
9
9
9
6
6
9
6
9
3
6
6
3
9
9
9
3
3
9
9
9
3
9
6
0
3
3
3
0
3

66
66
66
63
60
57
57
57
54
51
48
45
45
45
45
45
45
42
39
39
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
33
30
27
27
27
24
18
12

Notes from Needs Assessment
1 to meet immediate needs
1 to meet immediate needs
1 to meet immediate needs
3 to meet immediate needs, 1 to maintain LOS over next 10 years.
7 to mitigate limited access, 2 to meet LOS over next 10 years
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
1 to mitigate limited access
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
Not mentioned
2 to meet LOS over next 10 years
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not mentioned
Not needed within next 10 years
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
Not mentioned
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Criteria Application and Facility Prioritization
Thirty-five facilities were evaluated for every criterion, receiving a score from 0 to 18 according to the
standards established above in the “Criteria Definitions.” Matrix scores were assigned by the planning
team and sorted by total score, resulting in a preliminary prioritization ranking. The results were then
reviewed by Basin Recreation staff, the Advisory Committee, and by the general public as part of the
Draft Plan Open House. Several scenarios were also evaluated, weighting, adding or removing different
criteria, with input from staff and the Advisory Committee. The Criteria represent the preferred scoring
system. The final scored results are shown in Table 6, which are ranked in order from highest total score
(highest priority) to lowest total score (lowest priority).

RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

Overall, there was a high level of consistency in the order of overall scored facilities with the results
of the Survey and the Needs Assessment. The Top 10 priorities, as shown on Table 6, include indoor
artificial turf fields, walking/jogging tracks, climbing walls, gymnasiums, outdoor multi-use fields, offleash dog areas, outdoor pickleball, softball/baseball fields, outdoor tennis courts, and fitness space
(cardio/weight areas).
Indoor artificial turf fields (#1 priority) are ranked as one of the most important facilities in the survey
with a high level of unmet needs, and are also classified as immediately beneficial in the Needs
Assessment. Gymnasiums (#4), softball/baseball fields (#8), and outdoor tennis courts (#9) were not top
priorities in the survey. However, gymnasiums were classified as immediately beneficial according to the
Needs Assessment, softball/baseball fields are needed if access to school fields is limited, and outdoor
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tennis courts are needed to help meet LOS needs over the next ten years, which are all important
considerations.
Other facilities in the Top 10 including walking/jogging tracks (#2), climbing walls (#3), outdoor multi-use
fields (#5), off-leash dog areas (#6), and outdoor pickleball courts (#7) were rated as either important
or as having high unmet needs in the survey while also specifically indicated in the Needs Assessment
as being immediately beneficial, necessary if access to school fields is limited, or necessary to
continue meeting LOS needs in the next ten years. Fitness space (cardio/weight areas) (#10) was rated
as important on the survey but had low unmet need. Such was not addressed directly in the Needs
Assessment.
It should be noted that some facilities may have ranked highly in the survey, but ended up with a
low overall priority in the final scoring. For example, indoor aquatics (lap lanes) was ranked as high
importance with a high level of unmet need in the survey, but is #18 in priority. In general, facilities that
are more expensive to construct and operate (which often go hand-in-hand) ranked much lower on the
survey. In addition, facilities that were not specifically mentioned in the Needs Assessment or were not
recommended as immediately beneficial, necessary if school field use was limited, or necessary for
meeting LOS in the next ten years also ranked much lower in overall priority.
The priorities matrix should be used by the District to assist with planning and implementation efforts.
Timing and funding options should be explored for high-priority facilities as soon as possible. Some
priorities may be achievable with existing funding sources, but others may require partnerships, grants,
bonding, or a combination of sources. Potential funding sources are discussed in Chapter 8 in more
detail.
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The previous Strategic Action Plan provided a list of “low-hanging fruit”, projects that are generally easy
to implement and fundable with existing resources. In comparison, this Plan recommends focusing on
the comprehensive priorities matrix in this Plan, since even though a facility has a low cost does not
mean it should be constructed right away. The Needs Assessment and Survey provide insight into how
important a facility is and how well needs are being met and these should not be discounted. These
considerations are well-balanced and carefully thought out with other key criteria, and should help drive
discussions regarding project priority and implementation.
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7

Goals, Objectives, and Implementation

The following goals, objectives, and implementation actions summarize the
aspirations of Basin Recreation, including specific measures for realizing the
broad, overarching ambitions of the District.

GENERAL GOALS
GOAL 1:
BE A LEADER IN PROVIDING OUTSTANDING
AND DIVERSE PARKS, TRAILS, AND RECREATIONAL
EXPERIENCES IN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY AND SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE WAY.
Objective 1.1 Design and develop facilities that are sustainable,
accessible, safe, and easy to maintain with a consideration of longterm costs and benefits.
a. Provide facilities that are accessible to individuals and organized 		
groups of all physical capabilities, skill levels, age groups, income, 		
and activity interests with the understanding that not all facilities will
serve all of these purposes.
b. Design and develop facilities that reduce overall operation and 		
maintenance requirements and costs.
c. When possible and practicable, incorporate green building 			
technology and operations and maintenance procedures 			
when developing new facilities or updating existing facilities.
d. Support community transportation goals by locating facilities in close
proximity to local and regional trail networks or in areas that are 		
served by transit.

e. Provide amenities to help residents “self-maintain” their parks and 		
recreation facilities. This should include the use of trash/recycle 		
receptacles, animal waste containers, hose bibs, and similar 		
features that facilitate use and maintenance by residents.
f. Create a safe environment for the community to recreate.
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Objective 1.2 Leverage the park, recreation, trails, and open space
system to support a healthier community.
a. Provide sufficient active and passive recreational opportunities to 		
meet the current and future needs of the community.
b. Provide year-round recreational opportunities.

GOAL 2:
UTILIZE FINANCIAL RESOURCES EFFICIENTLY
AND EQUITABLY AND AVOID UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION
OF FACILITIES AND SERVICES.
Objective 2.1: Continue to develop a comprehensive, balanced parks
and recreation system that considers District facilities in the context
of local, regional, and national amenities and facilities that will best
serve local residents.
a. Maintain inter-agency partnerships and cooperation efforts with 		
Park City Municipal and the Park City School District for the funding,
operation, and programming of recreation facilities.
b. Explore additional public and private partnerships to enhance park 		
and recreation opportunities in the District.
Objective 2.2: Improve existing facilities while exploring future
opportunities for needed and desired facilities.
a. Make the most use of recreational opportunities at existing 		
District-owned sites while balancing the needs of surrounding 		
neighborhoods and the community.
b. Develop easy to implement “low hanging fruit” projects for
immediate benefit, utilizing existing District land and financial 		
resources or in partnership with others when opportunities arise.
Objective 2.3: Provide facilities and programs to benefit the greatest
number of residents in relation to the cost.
a. Develop facilities that serve the community for multiple seasons.
b. Prioritize facilities that serve multiple uses, thereby serving a greater
portion of the community.
c. Provide facilities that meet the needs of all residents, including 		
under-represented and under-served populations.
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PARKS, FACILITIES, AND RECREATION
GOALS
GOAL 3:
PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY PARK, FACILITY, AND
RECREATIONAL EXPERIENCES FOR THE COMMUNITY.
Objective 3.1: Continue to maintain and improve the District’s parks
and recreation facilities at a high level.
a. Explore options to reduce operation and maintenance requirements
and costs.
b. Update annual budgets to ensure funding for operation and
maintenance of parks and recreation facilities is sufficient to meet
existing and projected needs.
c. Manage field access to protect facilities for long-term use.
Objective 3.2: Provide needed park and recreation facilities in the
future.
a. Explore options for acquiring land or forming partnerships to provide
park and recreation facilities in areas of the community that currently
lack access.
b. Develop facilities using input from the public and the needs
assessment.
c. Continue to explore the possibility of doming existing or new
facilities, adding lighting, and converting some field amenities to
more durable, season-extending, and sustainable surfaces such as
artificial turf.
d. Evaluate existing amenities in parks on a regular basis to ensure
needs are being met.
Objective 3.3: Minimize impacts of recreation facilities on surrounding
neighborhoods when possible.
a. Ensure new facilities provide adequate on-site parking that
corresponds with anticipated use.
b. Carefully consider improvements and the impact they may have on
surrounding neighborhoods.

c. Where possible, develop facilities with trail connections to encourage
better community connectivity and less reliance on motor vehicles.

GOAL 4:
PROVIDE A DIVERSITY OF RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS TO MEET THE VARIED NEEDS
AND INTERESTS OF THE COMMUNITY.
Objective 4.1: Expand the type and variety of programs to meet a
broader range of community needs.
a. Provide more senior and teen programming and activity options.
b. Provide more affordable program options.
c. Offer a better variety of programs after work hours.
Objective 4.2: Expand participation in recreation programming and
opportunities.
a. Anticipate the needs of a changing and evolving community,
structuring programs and facilities accordingly.
b. Conduct regular program surveys of participants and residents
to better understand and validate needs and desires, including
specific outreach required to better meet the needs of underserved
populations.
c. Continue to explore ways to more effectively promote and publicize
recreation programs, events and opportunities, including focused
efforts for underserved populations in the community.

TRAILS GOALS
GOAL 5:
CONTINUE TO MAINTAIN, ENHANCE AND
IMPROVE THE DISTRICT’S TRAIL SYSTEM.
Objective 5.1: Maintain a comprehensive vision and approach to
managing the community’s trail system.
a. Update the Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District Trails Master
Plan on a regular basis.

b. Regularly monitor and evaluate future needs of the trail system.
c. Support other goals and objectives contained in the Snyderville Basin
Special Recreation District Trails Master Plan.
(The following Goals and objectives were taken directly from the Trails
Master Plan – objective numbering has been updated to integrate with this
plan)

GOAL 6:

PROVIDE HIGH-QUALITY TRAIL EXPERIENCES.

Objective 6.1: Develop trails in accordance with industry best practices
and as defined in the District Trail Design Standards.
Objective 6.2: Consider and employ various trail construction and
management strategies to optimize the trail experience. In situations
where specific trail users affect the enjoyment or safety of other
trail users, consider employing management strategies to mitigate
conflicts.
a. Consider shared-use and single-use trails, directional trails, and
accessible trails.
b. Refer to the District Trail Design Standards for considerations related
to shared-use trails and single-use trails.
c. Keep up with emerging trail development trends.
Objective 6.3: Develop a comprehensive system of supporting
infrastructure that compliments the trails themselves.
a. Develop trailhead facilities which may include restrooms, water
fountains, bicycle racks, bicycle repair stands, and parking areas.
b. Develop an attractive and comprehensive trail wayfinding system that
lets users confidently navigate the trail system.
c. Develop special use areas that are complimentary to the trail system
such as bicycle pump tracks, mountain bike parks, and freeride
mountain bike trails.
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Objective 6.4: Seek opportunities to sustainably and responsibly
develop trails in areas that provide a varied, unique, and quality trail
experience. Consider such factors as grades, steep slopes, viewsheds,
vegetation, wetlands, and riparian corridors.

GOAL 7:

DEVELOP A CONNECTED NETWORK OF TRAILS.

Objective 7.1: Develop a connected network of transportation trails that
link residents and visitors to popular community destinations such as
schools, parks, commercial districts, civic uses, and neighborhoods.
Objective 7.2: Partner with local organizations, agencies, and
jurisdictions to promote regional connectivity via the
community-wide trail system to destinations beyond the District.
Objective 7.3: Pursue strategic connections across major barriers such
as highways that improve access to the community-wide trail system,
provide more direct connections, or improve trail user safety.
Objective 7.4: Seek to provide a connected system of recreational trails
and loop options that support a variety of durations
from the “30-minute” after work experiences to all-day epics.
Objective 7.5: Develop a comprehensive access strategy for the
community-wide trail system that supports a variety of
modes of transportation.
Walking
a. Support and advocate for increased connections to the communitywide trail system via neighborhood trails through the Summit County
development process.
b. Coordinate with Summit County to promote connections to the
community-wide trail system.
Bicycling
a. Coordinate with Summit County to promote on-street bikeway
connections to the community-wide trail system.
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b. Coordinate with Summit County to support bikeshare stations on, or
near the community-wide trail system.
Transit
a. Seek to provide connections from transit stops and hubs to the
community-wide trail system.
Objective 7.6: Where possible, place trail access points close to
neighborhood hubs to avoid the need to drive to access trail
networks supporting the “Garage to Trail” concept.

GOAL 8:
PROVIDE AND SUPPORT A DIVERSITY OF
TRAIL EXPERIENCES.
Objective 8.1: Recognize and provide for diverse uses including but
not limited to running, cycling, hiking, backpacking, mountain biking,
horseback riding, skateboarding, skating, cross-country or Nordic
skiing, winter bicycling, adaptive bicycling, snowshoeing, and other
nonmotorized recreation and transportation.

Objective 8.2: Provide trail experiences that are accessible and
enjoyable by individuals of all ages and abilities. Specific trails may
only accommodate a specific user or experience; however, the overall
trail system should provide opportunities for a variety of users and
abilities.

Objective 9.2: Plan, design, construct, and manage trails in accordance
with industry best practices, intended uses, Summit County
engineering standards, and the District Trail Design Standards so
that future maintenance requirements are limited and environmental
impacts are considered.

Objective 8.3: Beyond the types of trail uses accommodated, consider
a variety of user objectives in the planning, design, and construction of
new trails. Objectives could include:

Objective 9.3: Monitor and evaluate future needs of the trail system.
a. Evaluate the need to develop new trailheads or identify existing
trailhead capacity as new trail segments are constructed.
b. Investigate to better understand usage and circulation patterns, be
responsive to demand in planning future facilities, and utilize grant
and funding opportunities.
c. Continue to evaluate the use on both the paved trail and natural
surface network.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature-viewing
Escape
Solitude
Challenge
Risk
Fun
Play
Exercise
Connectivity
Socializing
Dog walking

Objective 8.4: For natural surface trails, stacked loop trail systems are
preferred to provide a variety of loop options and increasing levels of
difficulty farther away from access points.
Objective 8.5: Recognize and provide for a variety of trails accessible
to those with adaptive means of access and needs.

GOAL 9:
DEVELOP A SUSTAINABLE TRAIL SYSTEM IN
AN ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE WAY.
Objective 9.1: Secure and budget sufficient and dependable annual
maintenance funding for the community-wide trail
system.
a. Seek out partnerships with other organizations to share and leverage
trail maintenance resources.

GOAL 10:
DEVELOP A TRAIL NETWORK THAT PROVIDES
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL SEASONS.
Objective 10.1: Provide year-round access to a logical network of both
recreation and “recreation and transportation” trails by grooming and
plowing during winter months.
Objective 10.2: Provide groomed winter trails to accommodate winter
uses, that may include Nordic/cross-country skiing, fat biking, and
snowshoeing.
Objective 10.3: Consider the seasonal value and opportunities for fourseason use when evaluating trail proposals.

GOAL 11:
PROVIDE SUPPORTING PROGRAMS AND
PROCESSES IN ORDER TO BUILD A COMMUNITY CULTURE
OF TRAIL USERS.
Objective 11.1: Partner with other groups and agencies to develop a
culture that values trail user experience and safety.
a. Work with community partners to provide stewardship and trail
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ambassador programs to train volunteers in trail etiquette and rules
and regulations in an effort to raise awareness of trail issues and user
needs.
b. Promote and partner with local youth recreation, engagement, and
stewardship programs to get more young people involved in outdoor
recreation and stewardship, encourage healthy lifestyles, and ensure
all ages and incomes have access to the trail system.
Objective 11.2: Promote trail user etiquette through trail signage and
education programs.

OPEN SPACE GOALS
GOAL 12: PRESERVE, PROTECT, AND MAINTAIN THE
DISTRICT’S OPEN SPACE.
Objective 12.1: Plan and properly provide resources for maintaining
open space.
a. Update annual budgets to ensure funding for maintenance of open
space and related facilities is sufficient to meet needs.
b. Balance recreation use of open space with best management
practices that protect the integrity of natural open space and the
safety and aesthetics of the community (i.e. invasive plant materials,
wildfire, viewsheds, etc.).
Objective 12.2: Increase the amount of open space in the District as
appropriate.
a. Acquire additional open space as opportunities arise.
b. Prioritize acquiring parcels that expand existing park or open space
parcels, extend existing trail corridors, facilitate an interconnected
trail network, or present unique recreation opportunities for the
community.
c. Secure funding as required to acquire additional open space.
Objective 12.3: Foster a sense of stewardship for the District’s open
space and associated amenities and resources.
a. Provide educational signage at trailheads and at key locations
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in open space areas to educate the community on the local and
regional natural resources and context (i.e. geography, geology, flora,
fauna, history, management, etc.).

8

Action Plan

Due to the evolving situation surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, it is recommended that the District
focus efforts on short-term projects that can be accomplished over the next 24 months with existing
resources and funding, and that plan priorities be re-evaluated at that time, assuming the impacts of the
pandemic are more clearly understood.
Basin Recreation should remain vigilant as implementation takes place, evaluating each project as it is
readied and completed to ensure it addresses rapidly-evolving conditions and changes. It should also
consider reconvening the Advisory Committee on a regular basis to ensure goals and priorities remain
clear.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Table 7 illustrates an implementation timeframe for recreation facilities, including trails and open space.
Implementation timeframes are presented for Short Term (complete by the end of 2022), Medium
Term (implemented between 2022 and 2025) and Long Term (implemented in 2026 and onward). The
determination of whether to implement specific projects should consider a host of factors, including,
but not limited to location, available funding, larger project inclusion, changes related COVID-19, and/or
other evolving conditions.
It should be noted that the projects which scored highest in the Prioritization Process (detailed in
Chapter 6) are not necessarily designated for short- or medium-term implementation. For example,
several of the higher ranked facilities would likely be considered as part of a recreation center at Silver
Creek rather than as individual facilities. Construction of a recreation center requires bonding or other
major funding that is not available, and the District currently has no plans to seek bond approval in the
near-term. While the District could choose to implement high priority, higher cost facilities sooner than
indicated, the list of potential projects contained in Table 7 represents the most realistic implementation
schedule based on current directions and the availability of resources, which should be revisited again
at the end of the short-term implementation timeframe.
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TABLE 7: ACTION & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN1
FACILITY
OPEN SPACE
Open Space Property Acquistions
TRAILS
Development of Additional Trail Mileage and
Trailheads
RECREATION FACILITIES
Multipurpose Artificial Turf Fields (Indoor)
Walking/Jogging Track (Indoor)
Climbing Wall (Indoor)
Gymnasium Court Space (Indoor)
Multipurpose Fields (Outdoor)
Off-Leash Dog Areas (Outdoor)
Pickleball (Outdoor)
Softball/Baseball Fields (Outdoor)
Tennis Courts (Outdoor)
Cardio/Weight Areas (Indoor)
Group Fitness Studio (Indoor)
Playgrounds (Outdoor)
Tennis Courts (Indoor)
Pavilions (Outdoor)
Pickleball (Indoor)
Playgrounds (Indoor)
Squash or Racquetball Courts (Indoor)
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Indoor)
Basketball Courts (Outdoor)
Skate Park (Outdoor)
Bike Park (Outdoor)
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Outdoor)
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Outdoor)
Archery Range
Paddle/Platform Tennis (Outdoor)
Splash Pad/Water Feature (Outdoor)
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Indoor)
Volleyball (Outdoor)
Skate Park (Indoor)
Ice Sheet (Indoor)
Equestrian Center (Indoor)
Golf Learning Center (Outdoor)
Equestrian Park (Outdoor)
Ice Sheet (Outdoor)
Golf Course - Public (Outdoor)

2020

Short Term
2021

2022

2023

Medium Term
2024

2025

Implementation Planned/Committed
Implementation Possible Using Minor Funding Sources and Land Owned by the District or through Partnership for Land and/or Funding*
Implementation Possible Using Land Owned by the District but Requiring Major Funding Source
Implementation Requires Additional Land and Major Funding Source

Long Term
2026 and Beyond

Notes

Open Space is typically acquired on an opportunitistic basis
Notes

Trail development is detailed in the District's Trails Master Plan
Notes From Needs Assessment 2019

1 to meet immediate needs
1 to meet immediate needs
1 to meet immediate needs
3 to meet immediate needs, 1 to maintain LOS over next 10 years.
7 to mitigate limited access, 2 to meet LOS over next 10 years
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
1 to mitigate limited access
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
1 to meet LOS over next 10 years
Not specifically mentioned
2 to meet LOS over next 10 years
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not needed within next 10 years
Not specifically mentioned
Not needed within next 10 years
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
Not specifically mentioned
24-Month Focus Timeframe

*Assumes the addtion of outdoor facilities at Silver Creek before indoor facilities are built, though this is not probable as the project will likely be dealt with
in its entirety, as opposed to invidividual, disparate amenities. Some facilities could be added in partnership with private developers or other private
partners, though no plans for specific facilites exist at this time.

1
The District plans to construct two fields at Amenti in 2021 (planning and design are in progress), which is reflected in Table 7. Recreation facilities are listed in order by scoring priority. It should be noted that not all of the
facilities listed above for short-term projects can be completed in that timeframe with existing funds and would require partnering or additional funding.
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Short-Term Projects

Projects shown in red in the Short-Term are already planned or committed. These include the
development of fields, parking, and restrooms at Amenti, and the allocation of remaining bond funds for
open space acquisition, trail development, and other trail system improvements.

Low Hanging Fruit/Short- to Medium-Term Projects
Facilities that are relatively easy to implement using existing funding resources and which can be
located on land already owned by the District are shown in green in Table 7. They should be explored as
potential projects to be accomplished in the Short- to Medium-Term, as the required funds are secured
and/or agreements reached with implementation partners. Implementation of these “low hanging
fruit” projects assumes that the District either adds outdoor facilities at Silver Creek before indoor
facilities are built1, that facilities are added at Willow Creek Park, or that the District partners with private
developers or other partners to add these facilities on new land.

Long-Term Projects
Larger facilities requiring bonding necessitate careful research on the willingness of the public to
support bonding and the implications of potential bonding measures by other entities in the county.
Facilities that can be implemented on land already owned by the District but which require bonding or
other major funding sources are indicated in blue in Table 7. Facilities that require major funding sources
for both construction and land acquisition are shown in yellow.

Other Considerations
Though not specifically included in Table 7, the District may consider other options for meeting some of
the needs listed. For example, the District has discussed the possibility of adding domes over existing
outdoor fields or tennis courts to help meet the desire for indoor facilities. Code and other requirements
should be fully vetted and understood before proceeding. For example, Summit County ordinance §102-10 designates temporary structures or buildings such as domes as temporary uses, and may not be
permitted. Furthermore, if facilities are seasonally-covered with domes or similar temporary structures,
storage facilities for the domes will be required for the structures during fair-weather seasons and
additional staff time allocated for setting up and taking down the dome.

PROJECT PRIORITIZATION
CONSIDERATIONS
Do they help fill a need or service
gap?
Do they address life and safety
concerns1?
Do they support on-going
maintenance of existing facilities
(thereby protecting existing resources
and investments)?
Do they meet future needs in clear
and logical phases?

1
The District is exploring opportunities to
relieve congestion at some overcrowded trails and
trailheads, and to enforce rules and regulations about
off-leash dogs and parking in some neighborhoods. The
District may need to consider implementing a fee system
to help offset the cost of enforcement, and is exploring all
options to address the situation.

1
While possible, implementation of outdoor only facilities is not probable as the project will likely be dealt with in its entirety, as opposed to
individual disparate amenities.
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TABLE 8: FACILITY LOCATION OPTIONS
FACILITY
TRAILS
Trailhead
Trails
RECREATION FACILITIES
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Indoor)
Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Outdoor)
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Indoor)
Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Outdoor)
Archery Range
Basketball Courts (Outdoor)
Bike Park (Outdoor)
Cardio/Weight Areas (Indoor)
Climbing Wall (Indoor)
Equestrian Center (Indoor)
Equestrian Park (Outdoor)
Golf Course - Public (Outdoor)
Golf Learning Center (Outdoor)
Group Fitness Studio (Indoor)
Gymnasium Court Space (Indoor)
Ice Sheet (Indoor)
Ice Sheet (Outdoor)
Multipurpose Artificial Turf Fields (Indoor)
Multipurpose Fields (Outdoor)
Off-Leash Dog Areas (Outdoor)
Paddle/Platform Tennis (Outdoor)
Pavilions (Outdoor)
Pickleball (Indoor)
Pickleball (Outdoor)
Playgrounds (Indoor)
Playgrounds (Outdoor)
Skate Park (Indoor)
Skate Park (Outdoor)
Softball/Baseball Fields (Outdoor)
Splash Pad/Water Feature (Outdoor)
Squash or Racquetball Courts (Indoor)
Tennis Courts (Indoor)
Tennis Courts (Outdoor)
Volleyball (Outdoor)
Walking/Jogging Track (Indoor)
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Amenti

Silver Creek

Discovery

Gillmor

Triangle Parcel
















Willow Creek Park







































Toll Canyon



Other options for extending the period of potential outdoor use include the addition of lighting to fields at existing facilities and the conversion of outdoor
fields to artificial turf. While the addition of lights may extend play time later into the evening, the environmental impacts to adjacent neighborhoods and
community aesthetics/viewsheds will need to be carefully considered. Converting natural grass fields to turf also requires detailed analysis.

Site Concepts
Specific concepts were developed for Silver Creek, Willow Creek Park, and Trailside Park as part of the Mountain Recreation Facilities Master Plan in 2017,
and are included in the Appendix. The preferred concept for Trailside Park included the addition of a community center/senior center/day camp facility at
the western end of the main parking lot and expanded parking. The preferred concept for Willow Creek Park included the addition of pickleball courts2, a
multipurpose field, and expanded parking. The preferred concept for Silver Creek incorporated a significant list of amenities including a community/aquatics
center, multi-sport fields, tennis and pickleball courts, dog park, splashpad/sprayground, bike park, loop trail system, pavilions, plazas, open lawn areas, and
maintenance facilities.
While these concepts offer a snapshot of the preferred design direction for these facilities at the time that plan was developed, the District will need to clarify
those needs at the present time, and include additional review and input by the local community before moving forward with the envisioned implementation
at these sites.

LOCATION & DISTRIBUTION

Existing facilities have been identified and the overall distribution of parks and recreation amenities in Maps 2 and 3. Sites for currently planned facilities are
illustrated in Map 4 and Table 8. Furthermore, additional trails and trailheads have been planned at many Basin Recreation sites. With the exception of Silver
Creek, the District has limitations for adding new facilities.
The general recommendations, ideas, and potential concepts in the Mountain Recreation Facilities Master Plan should be taken into consideration, along with
additional public input, as future facilities are planned in the Basin. The District should take care to explore possibilities for purchasing additional land in the
future that helps fill existing distribution gaps and meets community needs and desires where feasible and appropriate.

2

Eight pickleball courts were recently added, which included the conversion of two of the existing tennis courts to pickleball courts.
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PROGRAM NEEDS

The Community Survey identified the following as key programming needs:
•
•
•
•
•

More fitness classes outside of working hours
Better notification of program availability
More opportunities overall, including more female sports team opportunities
More senior and teen programming
More affordable programming/options

The District should continue to reach out on a regular basis to participants and residents to ensure
programming needs are being met, taking care to solicit input from under-served and underparticipating groups in particular.
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9

Funding Opportunities

ESTABLISHING FUNDING PRIORITIES

Establishing funding priorities for parks, recreation facilities, trails, and open space is a challenge for communities with limited resources and diverse needs.
Key considerations when prioritizing specific projects follow. One of the key steps is to establish budgets for the acquisition of land as soon as possible in
order to avoid escalating acquisition costs over time.

EXISTING FUNDING SOURCES

The following are some of the key funding sources currently available for implementing the Plan recommendations.
•
•
•
•

General Funds - funds that come through government levies such as property taxes that are divided up as the entity sees fit.
Impact Fees - impact fees assessed with new development and redevelopment to provide comparable level of service for parks, trails, and/or
recreation facilities as the community grows.
Bonds - debt obligations issued by government entities.
Grants - funds granted by the federal or state government or other organization for a particular purpose/project

Details regarding funding options and sources that are available to help implement the Plan vision are included in the following pages and a matrix
summarizing the funding types available for each facility typ are shown in Table 9. Consultation with legal counsel is recommended before pursuing any of
these options.
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TABLE 9: FACILITY FUNDING OPTIONS
Dedications & Development
Agreements

In-Kind

Grants*

Joint Development
Partnerships

Service Organization
Partners

Private Fundraising

Private & Public Partnerships

G.O. Bonds

Impact Fees

General Funds

FACILITY

TRAILS






Trailhead










Trails




Open Space




Open Space Acquisition


RECREATION FACILITIES



Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Indoor)







Aquatics - Lap Lanes (Outdoor)



Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Indoor)





Aquatics - Leisure Pool (Outdoor)





Archery Range








Basketball Courts (Outdoor)













Bike Park (Outdoor)






Cardio/Weight Areas (Indoor)



Climbing Wall (Indoor)



Equestrian Center (Indoor)





Equestrian Park (Outdoor)




Golf Course - Public (Outdoor)






Golf Learning Center (Outdoor)







Group Fitness Studio (Indoor)





Gymnasium Court Space (Indoor)





Ice Sheet (Indoor)



Ice Sheet (Outdoor)







Multipurpose Artificial Turf Fields (Indoor)








Multipurpose Fields (Outdoor)





Off-Leash Dog Areas (Outdoor)








Paddle/Platform Tennis (Outdoor)










Pavilions (Outdoor)




Pickleball (Indoor)








Pickleball (Outdoor)




Playgrounds (Indoor)





Playgrounds (Outdoor)







Skate Park (Indoor)





Skate Park (Outdoor)










Softball/Baseball Fields (Outdoor)










Splash Pad/Water Feature (Outdoor)




Squash or Racquetball Courts (Indoor)




Tennis Courts (Indoor)








Tennis Courts (Outdoor)





Volleyball (Outdoor)




Walking/Jogging Track (Indoor)





* (i.e. RAP Taxes & Donated Services or Funds, Land & Water Conservation Fund, Utah Outdoor Recreation Grants, Utah Water Restoration
Initiative, Utah DWQ Nonpoint Source Grants, Utah DAF Invasive Species Management Grants, Federal Recreational Trails Program, Utah
Recreational Trails Program)
Possible and likely funding source
Less likely but possible funding source
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GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS
The lowest interest cost financing for any local government is typically through the levying of taxes for issuance of General Obligation Bonds.
This type of funding is typically used for larger projects. General Obligation Bonds, commonly referred to as “G.O. Bonds,” are secured by the
unlimited pledge of the taxing ability of the community, sometimes called a “full faith and credit” pledge. Because G.O. bonds are secured by
and repaid from property taxes, they are generally viewed as the lowest credit risk to bond investors. This low risk usually translates into the
lowest interest rates of any municipal bond structure.
Under the Utah State Constitution, any bonded indebtedness secured by property tax levies must be approved by a majority of voters in a
bond election called for that purpose. Currently, bond elections may only be held once each year on the November general election date.
If the recreation improvements being considered for funding through a G.O. bond have broad appeal to the public and proponents are willing
to assist in the promotional efforts, G.O. bonds for recreation projects can meet with public approval. However, since some constituents
may not view them as essential-purpose facilities for a local government or may view the government as competing with the private sector,
obtaining positive voter approval may be a challenge.
It should also be noted that a G.O. bond election, if successful, would only cover the financing of capital expenditures for the facility. Facility
revenues and/or other funds would still be needed to pay for the operation and maintenance expenses of the facilities. State law limitations
on the amount of General Obligation indebtedness for this type of facility are quite high with the limit being 12-percent of an area’s taxable
value. Pursuant to state law the debt must be structured to mature in 40 years or less, but practically the entity would not want to structure
the debt to exceed the useful life of the facility.
Advantages of G.O. bonds:
• Lowest interest rates
• Lowest bond issuance costs
• If approved, a new ‘revenue’ is identified to pay for the capital cost
Disadvantages of G.O. bonds:
• Timing issues; limited dates to hold required G.O. election
• Risk of a “no” vote while still incurring costs of holding a bond election
• Can only raise taxes to finance bonds through election process to pay for physical facilities, not ongoing or additional operation and
maintenance expense. This would have to be done through a separate truth-in-taxation tax increase.
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IMPACT FEES
Impact fees are used by the District to offset the cost of public parks, trails, and recreation facilities needed to serve future residents and new
development. Impact fees are especially useful in areas of rapid growth or redevelopment. They help the District to maintain a current level of
service as new development puts strain on existing facilities. It assures that new development pays its proportionate share to maintain quality
of life expectations for community residents.

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS
The District or a group of entities acting cooperatively, including a private developer or other government or quasi-government agency may
often cooperate on a facility that services the public, yet is also attractive to an entrepreneur or another partner. These partnerships can be
effective funding opportunities for special use sports facilities like baseball complexes or soccer complexes; however, they generally are
not feasible when the objective is to develop community parks that provide facilities such as playgrounds, informal playing fields, and other
recreational opportunities that are generally available to the public free of charge. A recreation center, community center, or swimming/water
park is also potentially attractive as a private or public partnership.

PRIVATE FUNDRAISING
While not addressed as a specific strategy for individual recreation facilities, it is not uncommon for public monies to be leveraged with
private donations. Private funds will most likely be attracted to high-profile facilities such as a swimming complex or sports complex, and
generally require aggressive promotion and management on behalf of the community.
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SERVICE ORGANIZATION PARTNERS
Many service organizations and corporations have funds available for park and recreation facilities. Local Rotary Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs, and
other service organizations often combine resources to develop park and recreation facilities. Other for-profit organizations such as Home
Depot and Lowe’s are often willing to partner with local communities in the development of playground and other park and recreation
equipment and facilities. Again, the key is a motivated individual or group who can garner the support and funding desired.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS
Joint development opportunities may also occur between communities and among agencies or departments within a larger regional agency.
Cooperative relationships between communities and counties are not uncommon, nor are partnerships between communities and school
districts. Often, small communities in a region can cooperate and pool resources for recreation projects. There may be other opportunities
as well which should be explored whenever possible to maximize recreation opportunities and minimize costs. To make these kinds of
opportunities happen, there must be on-going and constant communication between residents, governments, business interests and others.

IN-KIND AND DONATED SERVICES OR FUNDS
Several options for local initiatives are possible to further the implementation of the Plan. These kinds of programs would require the
community to implement a proactive recruiting initiative to generate interest and sponsorship, and may include:
•
•
•
•

Fundraising and volunteer support of the community’s parks, open spaces, recreation facilities and trails;
Adopt-a-park or adopt-a-trail, whereby a service organization or group either raises funds or constructs a given facility with in-kind
services;
Corporate sponsorships, whereby businesses or large corporations provide funding for a facility, as per an adopt-a-trail and adopt-a-park
program; or
Public trail and park facility construction programs, in which local citizens donate their time and effort to planning and implementing trail
projects and park improvements.
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DEDICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS
The dedication of land for parks and open space has long been an accepted development requirement and is another valuable tool
for procuring these amenities1. The County can require the dedication of park land through review of projects such as Planned Unit
Developments (“PUDs”), for example. The County may require developers to provide park land or open space for new developments or
offer the option to instead pay fees, construct facilities or establish private parks or open space. The District may only use the dedicated
land or fees for acquiring or constructing park or open space facilities.
1

It should be noted that Land Use authority for the Basin lies with Summit County, which negotiates development agreements.

RAP TAXES
Summit County has initiated and voted-in a Recreation, Arts, and Parks tax which has been very effective in raising funds to complete parks,
recreation, trails, and arts projects. This type of funding is generally administered by a municipality or county, and is distributed based on
population.

LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND
This Federal money is made available to states and in Utah is administered by the Utah State Division of Parks and Recreation. Funds
are matched with local funds for acquisition of park and recreation lands, redevelopment of older recreation facilities, trails, accessibility
improvements, and other recreation programs /facilities that provide close-to-home recreation opportunities for youth, adults, senior
citizens, and persons with physical and mental disabilities.
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UTAH OUTDOOR RECREATION AGENCY GRANTS
The grant program was created to help local communities build recreational infrastructure that offers low-cost opportunities for outdoor
recreation, which can improve health and quality of life, increase property values, and assist with economic development. Projects must
provide economic opportunities for the local area with the ability to increase visitation, boost local businesses, and/or attract and retain
residents. The grant provides a 50/50 match, with up to 25-percent of the match available as an in-kind match.

LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS
The availability of these funds may change annually depending on budget allocations at the local, state or federal level. It is important to
check with local representatives and administering agencies to find out the status of funding. Some of these programs are funded by the
Federal government and administered by local State agencies and others are funded by the State of Utah.
These include:
• Utah Watershed Restoration Initiative
• Utah Division of Water Quality Nonpoint Source Grants
• Utah Department of Agriculture and Food Invasive Species Management Grants
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FEDERAL RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM
The Utah Department of Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation Division administers these Federal funds. The funds are available for
motorized and non-motorized trail development and maintenance projects, educational programs to promote trail safety, and trail-related
environmental protection projects. The match is 50 percent, and grants may range from $10,000 to $200,000. Projects are awarded in
August each year.

UTAH RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM (NON-MOTORIZED)
Funds are available for planning, acquisition, and development of recreational trails. The program is administered by the Board of Utah State
Parks and Recreation, which awards grants at its fall meeting based on recommendations of the Recreation Trails Advisory Council and Utah
State Parks and Recreation. The match is 50 percent, and grants may range from $5,000 to $100,000.
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10

Conclusion

The comprehensive process used to develop the updated Strategic Action Plan has resulted in a
document that represents the priorities of the community prior to and during the early stages of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The Plan provides a list of “low hanging fruit” projects that can be implemented
over the next 24 months, either with existing District resources or in partnership with others. The District
should focus on these projects over the next two years and continue to assess changing conditions with
the goal of reassessing and confirming other projects once conditions begin to stabilize.
The list of prioritized projects in the plan represent facilities that are important to the community at this
particular time. It represents the input of four inter-related studies, earmarking specific actions to fulfill
the immediate needs established during this most recent planning effort. Longer-term priorities and
projects could possibly shift depending on what is discovered during the upcoming months, as only time
will tell.
As short-term projects are implemented, it is anticipated that longer-term projects will be re-evaluated
to help ensure the long-term recreational needs of the Basin are met in a responsive manner. It is
therefore important that the Plan be reviewed annually by Basin Recreation, and that the Advisory
Committee be re-convened as necessary to monitor implementation, to help examine future recreation
and program needs as they arise, and to revisit priorities at the end of the short-term implementation
timeframe.
When the District is ready to pursue high priority/high-cost facilities in the future, the process should
begin with testing the level of public interest in using general obligation bonds to fund implementation.
The design and construction of these facilities depends on support from voters to fund the bonds
needed to move forward.
As projects are implemented, including possible interim options, it is hoped that the resulting changes
will strengthen the legacy of the District for providing high-level recreation opportunities, and that
cooperation between Basin Recreation and other recreation entities in the region will continue to
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provide an exemplary model for other places
to emulate. Furthermore, the District should
continue to assess and adjust programming to
meet community needs and safety requirements,
touching base regularly with participants and
non-participants alike.
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10 Conclusion

Additional conversion of trails to hard surface
Additional trail length (SBSRD)

A

Appendix

LOS RESULTS FROM 2011
PARK CITY & SNYDERVILLE
BASIN SPECIAL
RECREATION DISTRICT
RECREATION DEMAND
STUDY

Multiple Locations
30 miles

In addition, projected population growth in Park City and the Snyderville Basin will create the need for even
more facilities. Table 3 calculates this need based on the current and revised level of service (LOS) standards
(detailed demand for facilities based on usage data will follow later in the report).
LOS standards are measured as the number of facilities per capita. For instance, if you have 20,000 people and
two softball fields, you have a LOS standard of one softball field per 10,000 people. The second column in Table
3 entitled “LOS 2011” describes the population for each facility. The third column entitled “Desired LOS –
2002 Standard” refers to the desired standard as stated in the 2002 Study.
Ta b le 3:: Suu m ma r y off Leev els off Seer vi ce

SUMMARY OFF LEEVELS OFF SEERVICE (LLOS)
Current annd Fuuture Neeeds
Desired LOS 2002

Total
Needs

Revised
Standard

Revised
Std.

Additional
Facilities
Needed
(10 Yrs)
Revised Std.

32,790

1

0

5,465

5
Additional
4
Facilities
Needed
1
(10 Yrs)
Revised
2 Std.

PARK CITY & SNYDERVILLE BASIN SPECIAL
RECREATION
DISTRICT Shortages
RECREATIOTotal
N FNeeds
ACILITY D EMAND(10
STYrs)
UDY
Standard
(1
Comparable
Facility
Baseball Fields

LOS
2011
32,790

Gymnasiums (Basketball & Volleyball)

8,198

Basketball - Outdoor

10,930

Bike Park

per ____
population)

Communities
Standard

Based on 2011
Analysis

Now - 2011
Analysis

SU15,000
MMARY OFF 5,039
LEEVELS OFF SEE0RVICE (LLOS1)
Curren7,412
t annd Fuuture Ne
eeds
5,000
2
6

Climbing AreaFacility

16,395
LOS
2011
8,198

Desired LOS 2,500
2002
Standard
3,500 (1
per ____
1population)
per district

5,293
Comparable
7,727
Communities
Standard
7,251

2
Shortages
0
Based on 2011
Analysis
0

5
Total 2Needs
Now - 2011
Analysis
4

16,395
Revised
Standard
8,198

9
Total
7
Needs
(103Yrs)
Revised
Std.
6

Dog Park

16,395

2 per district

6,357

0

2

16,395

3

1

Fields Indoor

32,790

2 per district

N/A

1

2

16,395

3

2

Fitness / Exercise Facilities

16,395

12,489

0

2

16,395

3

1

Golf Course

32,790

7,602

1

2

16,395

3

2

Ice Rink

32,790

Jogging Track - Indoor

16,395

Pavilions

1,929

Playgrounds

3,279

Pool – Outdoor Lap/Rec/Leisure

16,395

11,262

0

2

16,395

2

0

Pool Indoor

32,790

9,588

1

2

16,395

3

2

Skateboard Park

16,395

2 per district

7,758

0

2

16,395

3

1

Soccer Fields (Full size) / Lacrosse

1,822

2,000

3,583

2

20

1,640

29

11

Soccer Fields (U10)

8,198

3,022

0

4

8,198

6

2

Soccer Fields (U8)

32,790

N/A

0

1

32,790

1

0

Softball Fields

4,099

3,000

3,496

0

8

4,099

12

4

Tennis – Indoor*

4,684

4,000

2,672

2

9

3,643

13

6

Tennis – Outdoor*

2,522

4,000

2,213

0

13

2,522

19

6

Volleyball - Indoor

3,643

8,945

0

9

3,643

13

4

10,000

5,000

6

6,558

8,453

1

2

16,395

3

2

16,180

0

2

16,395

3

1

3,943

0

17

1,929

24

7

2,230

0

10

3,279

14

4

Volleyball – Outdoor / Sand
4,099
3,000
4,870
0
8
4,099
12
4
*The three courts at the PC MARC that are covered in the winter have been double-counted in this analysis – as outdoor courts for part of the year and as indoor
courts in the winter.
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2019 COMMUNITY SURVEY - RESULTS PRESENTATION

BASIN
&
PC
REC
COMMUNITY SURVEY
OFFICIAL 2019 SURVEY OF SNYDERVILLE BASIN &
PARK CITY RESIDENTS
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Appendix

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Top facilities & programs
§ 4-out-of-5 Snyderville Basin and Park City respondents give the overall quality of the recreational
amenities in the area an ”excellent” rating.
§ Basin residents gravitate most toward Willow Creek and Trailside Parks with City Park being the third
most popular, while PC residents overwhelmingly prefer City Park, followed by Willow Creek and
Library Field.
§ The Basin Recreation Fieldhouse is the most popular facility overall, followed by the PC MARC. As
may be expected, there is some regional bias here with Basin residents favoring the Fieldhouse and
PC residents frequenting the PC MARC more often.
§ Adult fitness programs were selected as important to survey respondents more often than any other
programs or activities, and community wellness programs, adult sports leagues, adult Nordic
programs, and senior programming were also frequently selected as important to survey
respondents.
§ Locals visit Round Valley far more than any other open space recreation area, with Willow Creek and
Run-A-Muk trailing closest behind.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Potential investments
§ Basin residents would most prefer Basin Recreation build a new weight/cardiovascular area, indoor
running track, or group fitness class space. More than a third of PC residents say they would not use
any new Basin Rec facilities, but among those who would use new areas, weight/cardio areas and
indoor lap lanes would be the most popular additions.
§ One-in-five residents are willing to pay between $50-$99 annually to fund parks and recreational
development.
§ On average, locals are interested in putting a larger portion of funding towards trails, then open space
and off-leash areas. Residents overall support taxes going towards funding trails more than to any
other program. Residents who offered specific suggestions as to the types of projects for which they
would support tax increases or additional spending frequently mentioned more trail access &
amenities.
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY &
SAMPLE COMPOSITION
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SAMPLING, MODE, & MARGIN OF ERROR
§ 398 residents within the boundaries of the Snyderville Basin and Park City area participated in
this survey.
§ Residents were randomly selected to participate via address-based sampling using records from the
publicly available registered voter file + additional addresses purchased from a third-party vendor.
Invitations to participate in the survey were sent via email or postal mail to 6,500 households in zip
codes 84060, 84068, and 84098.
§ Survey was offered in both English and Spanish, and mailed invitations to participate in the survey
were printed in both languages.
§ Data have been weighted to reflect population statistics from the Utah registered voter file and the
U.S. Census’ American Community Survey to ensure that the sample is representative of the region as
a whole, specifically in regards to age and gender.
§ Self-administered online interviews conducted April 16-May 15, 2019.
§ Margin of error +-4.7 percentage points
An open-access (non-scientifically sampled) version of the survey was also fielded after the conclusion of the scientific survey. Comparisons are made throughout
this report where relevant, but no margin of error or response rate can be reported for the 1,123 responses in the open-access sample an these data are unweighted.
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GEOGRAPHY & RESIDENCY
Nearly three-quarters of respondents to the scientifically sampled survey live in the Snyderville Basin (zip code 84098). About one-in-four
respondents live in Park City (zips 84060 and 84068). This survey principally reflects the priorities and preferences of primary residents across all zip
codes despite efforts to gather opinions from secondary home owners or part-time residents.

Q

What is your Snyderville Basin or Park City area residence zip
(postal) code?

Which of the following best describes your current residence?

Secondary/part-time
residents 3%

Park City
residents 27%

Snyderville Basin
residents 73%

My primary residence is
in the Snyderville Basin
or Park City area
97%
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RESPONDENT AGE, GENDER, & HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
Most people who took the survey are at least 40 years old and represent an even balance between genders.
Other/did not
specify, 2%

Female Male
51%
47%

Households
with children
29%
No children
in the home
71%
* Open-access respondents represent a younger demographic and are more likely to have children in the household
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PARK USE & EVALUATION
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OVERALL SERVICE RATING
An overwhelming majority of residents across all demographic and geographic subgroups offer positive evaluations of Basin and PC rec parks, trails,
open spaces, and facilities generally. 4-out-of-5 respondents said that the overall quality of these recreational amenities is excellent. No residents
offered a “poor” rating of these amenities.

Q

All things considered, how would you rate the overall quality of parks, trails, open spaces, and recreation facilities in the
Snyderville Basin and Park City area?

Snyderville Basin

Park City
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Poor

78%

80%

20%

19%

2%

1%

PARK USE BY AREA
Willow Creek, City, and Trailside Parks are the three most popular parks among region residents overall. That said, Basin and Park City Residents
have distinct park use patterns. Basin residents gravitate most toward Willow Creek and Trailside Parks with City Park being the third most popular,
while PC residents overwhelmingly prefer City Park, followed by Willow Creek and Library Field.

Q

From the following list of parks, please select the top 3 parks you and members of your household have used or visited MOST
FREQUENTLY during the past 12 months.

*

* Matt Knoop Memorial Park was much more popular among open-access survey
respondents. 37% of those respondents selected this as one of their most visited parks.
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PARK CONDITIONS
Residents rated the physical conditions of Matt Knoop Memorial Park, Willow Creek Park, and Trailside Park highest overall. The Woods Park
received the weakest evaluation for physical conditions of the park from the 5% of all residents who rated conditions in this park.

Q
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How would you rate the physical condition of each of the parks you and members of your household have used or visited?

REASONS FOR VISITING FAVORITE PARKS
Proximity to residents’ homes or workplaces is the most commonly selected reason for visiting their favored parks. Special park features and sports
fields were also common draws, while playgrounds, pavilions, and courts were important deciding factors to smaller groups overall. While location
is important for both areas, Basin residents also list special features and sports fields as top reasons to attend parks, while PC residents place
more emphasis on proximity than other aspects.

Q

Which of the following reasons best describes why [park name] is one that you frequently visit? Select up to 3.

Trails, events, and convenient parking/accessibility were regularly
mentioned “other” reasons for frequenting specific parks.
“Special features” that residents find attractive in their most
frequented parks include dog-friendliness or off-leash areas, water
features, trails and bike paths, and skate parks, among others.

Tennis, pickleball, and basketball
courts are most commonly cited
courts that make parks appealing.
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FACILITY USE & EVALUATIONS
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Appendix

MOST POPULAR RECREATION FACILITIES
The Basin Recreation Fieldhouse is the most popular facility overall, followed by the PC MARC. The Basin Rec Fieldhouse was even more popular
among open-access survey respondents, 84% of whom indicated that they have visited the facility in the past year. The Park City Aquatics Center was
also more popular among open-access respondents–29% say they’ve visited the Ecker Hill facility in the past year.

Q

Have you or members of your household used or visited any of the following recreation and sports facilities listed below during the last 12
months? Select all that apply.

61%

Basin Recreation Fieldhouse

40%

Park City MARC
Park City Sports Complex (Quinns)

21%

Park City Golf Club

21%
18%

Park City Ice Arena

17%

Park City Aquatics Center [Ecker Hill]

12%

None of these

9%

Ecker Hill Field Complex
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
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MOST USED FACILITIES BY AREA
While residents of the region at large frequently visit the Basin Rec Fieldhouse, Basin residents visit the Fieldhouse more than any other facility. Park
City locals, however, visit the Park City MARC the most.

Q
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Please use the arrow buttons below to rank each of the recreation and sports facilities that you or members of your household have used or
visited where the item at the TOP of the list is the MOST FREQUENTLY used or visited recreation and sports facility overall, and the item at
the BOTTOM of the list is the LEAST FREQUENTLY used or visited.

FACILITY RATINGS
Nearly all residents in the region view Basin and PC Rec’s facilities as either “excellent” or “good”. The Basin Recreation Fieldhouse has the highest
proportion of “excellent” ratings overall.

Q

How would you rate the physical condition of each of the recreation and sports facilities you and members of your household have visited?
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FACILITY RATINGS BY AREA
Over 90% of residents view the physical condition of most of these facilities as “excellent” or “good”. Synderville Basin locals gave the Park City
Aquatics Center (Ecker Hill) the lowest score on physical condition and the Ecker Hill Field Complex received the lowest “excellent” condition
rating among both Basin and PC residents.

Q
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How would you rate the physical condition of each of the recreation and sports facilities you and members of your household have visited?

IMPORTANT INDOOR FACILITIES
Regarding indoor facilities, locals ranked fitness studios and jogging tracks as important more often than any other feature or amenity.

Q

Which, if any, of the currently available regional facilities listed below would you say are important to you
or a member of your household? Select all that apply.

*

Indoor lap lanes are a lower priority among open-access survey respondents–only 17% of
those respondents selected these facilities as important to their household.
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IMPORTANT INDOOR FACILITIES BY AREA
Generally Basin and PC residents have similar priorities when it comes to indoor recreational facilities. Indoor tracks, fitness studios, and lap lanes
are important to all residents. Indoor field space is disproportionately important to Basin residents.

Q
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Which, if any, of the currently available regional facilities listed below would you say are important to you
or a member of your household? Select all that apply.

INDOOR FACILITY EVALUATIONS
Almost all residents feel that local facilities do well at offering fitness studios, indoor jogging tracks, and weights/cardio areas. Fewer than 50%
of locals think these facilities do well at providing pickleball courts or indoor climbing walls.

Q

Thinking about all of the recreation facilities of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well do
these facilities meet your needs or the needs of members of your household?
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INDOOR FACILITY EVALUATIONS BY AREA
Snyderville Basin residents report indoor group fitness studios and indoor walking/jogging tracks meet their needs well, but express the most room
for improvement in climbing wall, pickleball, and tennis facilities. Park City residents report indoor group fitness studios, indoor gymnasium court
space, and other facilities meet their needs well, but again pickleball courts, the climbing wall, and the indoor ice sheet are areas for improvement.

Q
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Thinking about all of the recreation facilities of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well do these facilities meet your needs
or the needs of members of your household?

IMPORTANT OUTDOOR FACILITIES
Regarding outdoor facilities, locals ranked off-leash dog areas and outdoor bike park as important more often than any other feature. Hiking
trails and ski areas were the most commonly cited important “other” facilities or amenities important to residents of the region.

Q

Which, if any, of the currently available regional facilities listed below would you say are important to you
or a member of your household? Select all that apply.
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IMPORTANT OUTDOOR FACILITIES BY AREA
Off-leash dog areas are the most important outdoor facility or amenity for all residents, but they are particularly important to Basin residents.

Q
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Which, if any, of the currently available regional facilities listed below would you say are important to you
or a member of your household? Select all that apply.

OUTDOOR FACILITY EVALUATIONS
Almost all residents feel that local facilities do well at offering playgrounds, outdoor field space, and bike parks. Fewer than 50% of locals think
these facilities do well at providing pickleball courts or outdoor aquatics/leisure pools.

Q

Thinking about all of the recreation facilities of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well do
these facilities meet your needs or the needs of members of your household?
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OUTDOOR FACILITY EVALUATIONS BY AREA
Snyderville Basin residents report outdoor baseball/softball fields, playgrounds, the public golf course, and the outdoor bike park meet their needs
well, but they could be better served in terms of outdoor aquatics and water features and pickleball courts. Park City residents report outdoor field
space for various sports, outdoor playgrounds, and outdoor splash pad/water features meet their needs well. Their tennis court, outdoor lap lanes,
and pickleball court needs could be better served.

Q
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Thinking about all of the recreation facilities of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well do these facilities meet your
needs or the needs of members of your household?

DESIRED FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS
Residents would like to see more courts, swimming facilities and field space, especially those accessible in the winter.

Q

What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the [recreational facilities] in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area?
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DEMAND & ANTICIPATED USE
FOR NEW FACILITIES
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POTENTIAL FACILITIES
About a quarter of residents suggest that they would be interested in using both the outdoor golf learning centers and indoor aquatics/leisure
pools if they were available in the area, but 28% of residents say they would likely not use any of these additional facilities. Interest in new facilities is
fairly consistent between Basin and PC residents, though Basin residents are more likely to suggest that they would use an indoor leisure pool or
indoor skate park than PC residents.

Q

Which of the facilities not currently available, would you or members of your household be interested in using if it were available in the
Snyderville Basin and/or Park City? Select up to 5.
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BASIN RECREATION FIELDHOUSE USE BY AREA
Snyderville Basin locals use the weight/cardiovascular areas and indoor jogging track more often than any other area in the Basin Recreation
Fieldhouse. 59% of Park City residents do not use the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse.

Q
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Over the past 12 months, which of the following programming areas at the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse
have you or members of your household used most often? Select up to 5.

BASIN RECREATION FIELDHOUSE USE FREQUENCY
40% of locals use the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse several times a week, and about a fourth use it less than once a month.

Q

How often do you or members of your household currently use the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse?
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POTENTIAL NEW BASIN RECREATION FACILITY
Basin residents would most prefer Basin Recreation Fieldhouse build a new weight/cardiovascular area, indoor running track, or group fitness
class space. More than a third of PC residents say they would not use any new programming areas in the Basin Recreation Fieldhouse, but
among those who would use new areas, weight/cardio areas and indoor lap lanes would be the most popular additions.

Q
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If Basin Recreation were to build a new facility, which of the following programming areas would you or
members of your household use? Select up to 5.

EFFECTS OF POTENTIAL NEW BASIN REC FACILITY
Over 70% of locals would use Basin Recreation facilities more if the areas they care about were added.

Q

If the areas most important to your household were constructed, would your use of Basin Recreation
facilities increase?
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BASIN RECREATION FACILITY USAGE INCREASE
On average, more than half of residents would increase their use of Basin Recreation facilities to several times a week if the areas they care about
were added.

Q
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If the areas most important to your household were constructed, how often do you expect you or members
of your household would use Basin Recreation facilities?

BASIN REC FACILITY USAGE INCREASE BY AREA
More than half of Snyderville Basin residents would increase their use of Basin Recreation facilities to several times a week if the areas they care
about were added–the same proportion are currently using the facility only about weekly. A third of Park City residents indicated that they would use
Basin Rec facilities several times a week, a 6 percentage point increase compared to current usage estimates.

Q

If the areas most important to your household were constructed, how often do you expect you or members
of your household would use Basin Recreation facilities?
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SPORTS PROGRAMMING
EVALUATIONS
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MOST POPULAR SPORTS PROGRAMS
Adult fitness programs were selected as important to survey respondents more often than any other programs or activities, and community wellness
programs, adult sports leagues, adult Nordic programs, and senior programming were also frequently selected as important to survey respondents.
This is likely a reflection of the age and status of the survey respondents since only 29% of the sample have children in their households.

Q

Which, if any, of the currently available recreation programs or activities listed below would you say is important to you or a member of
your household? Select up to 5.
Adult fitness programs
Community wellness programs
Adult sports leagues and tournaments (softball, kickball,…
Adult Nordic programs
Senior programming
None of the above
Youth camp programs
Youth sports leagues/programs
Adult swim programs
Pickleball programming
Youth swim programs
Teen programs
Adult tennis programs
Youth golf programs
Toddler Time
Other
Youth tennis programs
Public skating programs
Curling programs
Youth hockey programs
Learn to ice skate programs
Figure skating programs

0%

8%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
1%
10%

14%
13%
12%
12%
11%

49%

23%
20%
20%
18%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
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RECREATION PROGRAM EVALUATIONS
Most locals feel that Snyderville Basin and Park City recreation facilities provide adult fitness and public skating programs “extremely” or “very”
well, but the majority do not feel that these centers offer enough for teens, youth tennis, or pickleballl.

Q
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Thinking about all of the recreation programs of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well
do these programs meet your needs or the needs of members of your household?

RECREATION PROGRAM EVALUATIONS BY AREA
Basin residents feel better served than do PC residents in regards to senior programming and adult swimming programs. PC residents are more likely
to report that their tennis program needs are well met for all age groups than are Basin residents. Residents in both areas would like to see their
needs better served in regards to pickleball programs.

Q

Thinking about all of the recreation programs of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well
do these programs meet your needs or the needs of members of your household?
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RECREATION PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS
Residents would most like to see more availability for classes and programs, along with increased court space to increase opportunities for
participation.

Q
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What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the [recreation program] in the Snyderville
Basin or Park City area?

OPEN SPACE EVALUATIONS
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MOST VISITED OPEN SPACES
Locals visit Round Valley far more than any other park, with Willow Creek and Run-A-Muk trailing closest behind.

Q
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Over the last 12 months, which 3 open space recreation areas have you or members of your household
used or visited most often? Select up to 3

MOST VISITED OPEN SPACES BY AREA
Round Valley is the most visited recreational area by both Snyderville Basin and Park City locals. Basin residents visit Willow Creek much more
frequently than PC residents, and and PC residents are must more likely to visit Lost Prospector than Basin residents.

Q

Over the last 12 months, which 3 open space recreation areas have you or members of your household
used or visited most often? Select up to 3
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REASONS FOR VISITING OPEN SPACE REC AREAS
Proximity to home/work is the primary reason residents visit most of their favored open space recreation areas.

Q
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What is the most important reason why you frequently use or visit [open space recreation area]?

REASONS FOR VISITING OPEN SPACE REC AREAS
Proximity to home/work is the primary reason residents visit most of their favored open space recreation areas.

Q

What is the most important reason why you frequently use or visit [open space recreation area]?
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REASONS FOR VISITING OPEN SPACE REC AREAS
Solitude or a connection to nature are the primary reasons residents visit Bonanza Flat and Toll Canyon. Availability of activities is the most common
reason residents visit Round Valley, while exercise or fitness is a slightly more common reason to visit McPolin Farm.

Q

What is the most important reason why you frequently use or visit [open space recreation area]?

McPolin Farm
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REASONS FOR VISITING OPEN SPACE REC AREAS
Residents visit Run-A-Muk first and foremost because it is a dog-friendly recreation area, while nearly half of those who visit Iron Mountain do so for
exercise or fitness.

Q

What is the most important reason why you frequently use or visit [open space recreation area]?
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TRAIL USE & EVALUATIONS
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TRAIL USE
Residents use local trails more for walking/hiking/running, mountain biking, and dog walking than for any other reason.

Q

From the following list, please select the top 3 ways you and members of your household use trails.
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TRAIL USE BY AREA
Both Snyderville Basin and Park City residents use trails mostly for walking/hiking/running, mountain biking, and dog walking.

Q
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From the following list, please select the top 3 ways you and members of your household use trails.

TRAIL USE BY GENERATION
All generations us trails for walking/hiking/running and mountain biking, but millennials are notably less likely to use trails for winter
snowshoeing, equestrian activity, or alternative transportation.

Q

From the following list, please select the top 3 ways you and members of your household use trails.
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SEASONAL TRAIL USE
Residents use trails most often in the summer and least often in the winter.

Q
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Thinking about the past 12 months, on average, how often have you and members of your household used
the trails in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area?

SEASONAL TRAIL USE BY AREA
Except in winter Park City residents report they, or members of their household, used the trails in Snyderville Basin and Park City more often than
residents of Snyderville Basin.

Q

Thinking about the past 12 months, on average, how often have you and members of your household used
the trails in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area?
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NEW TRAILS
Snyderville Basin residents would like shared-use trails more than any other trail, while Park City locals are evenly split between shared and
single use trails.

Q
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What new types of trails would you or members of your household use? Select all that apply.

SUPPORT FOR SEPARATE USE TRAILS
53% of locals either “strongly” or “somewhat” support separating trails by user types, with 20% opposing it.

Q

How much do you support or oppose separating trails by user types as a method of managing trail users’
conflicts (i.e. between bikers, hikers, equestrians, e-bikes, dogs, etc.)?
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SUPPORT FOR SEPARATE USE TRAILS BY AREA
Park City residents are slightly less likely than Snyderville Basin residents to support separating trails by user types.

Q
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How much do you support or oppose separating trails by user types as a method of managing trail users’
conflicts (i.e. between bikers, hikers, equestrians, e-bikes, dogs, etc.)?

FUNDING PRIORITIES &
WILLINGNESS TO PAY
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RESIDENT FUNDING PRIORITIES
On average, locals are interested in putting a larger portion of funding towards trails, then open space and off-leash areas. These areas
received the highest average dollar amount allocations and the largest sums of money on the high end of the average allocation distributions.
Outdoor Pickleball courts, although a lower priority on average, received a disproportionately large allocation from those residents for whom this is a
priority.

Q

Suppose you had $100 to spend on additional parks, recreational programs, facilities, open space, or trails in the Snyderville Basin and Park
City area. How would you divide your $100 among the various projects that could be funded? You may spend the $100 all in one category or
divide it up as you please, but the total must be $100.
Average $ Allocated
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95th Percentile

FUNDING PRIORITIES BY AREA
Both Basin and PC residents allocate a substantial share of their funding towards trails and open space. Basin residents prioritize off-leash
areas as well, while PC residents are more focused on trail amenities. Pickleball courts have a particularly supportive constituency among Basin
residents, while the sport receives significantly less dedicated funds from Park City residents. Indoor field space is also a particularly high priority for
a small portion of Basin residents.

Q

Suppose you had $100 to spend on additional parks, recreational programs, facilities, open space, or trails in the Snyderville Basin and Park
City area. How would you divide your $100 among the various projects that could be funded? You may spend the $100 all in one category or
divide it up as you please, but the total must be $100.
Average $ Allocated

95th Percentile

Average $ Allocated

95th Percentile
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WILLINGNESS TO PAY
One-in-five residents are willing to pay between $50-$99 annually to fund parks and recreational development. Only a quarter of residents
throughout the region overall say they are not willing to pay at least $25 more per year, and nearly as many are willing to pay $150 or more annually.

Q
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What is the maximum amount of additional annual property taxes you would be willing to pay to fund the
development and operations of the types of parks, trails, open space, and recreation facilities that are
most important to you and members of your household?

WILLINGNESS TO PAY BY AREA
Synderville Basin and Park City residents are fairly evenly split between the maximum amount they are willing to pay for parks and recreation
development, with the majority of Basin residents preferring to pay some amount in the $25-$149 range.

Q

What is the maximum amount of additional annual property taxes you would be willing to pay to fund the
development and operations of the types of parks, trails, open space, and recreation facilities that are
most important to you and members of your household?
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WILLINGNESS TO PAY BY GENERATION
Overall, residents of all ages follow the same pattern of willingness to pay between $25-$99 for park and recreation facilities. Notably, Gen X
residents are far more willing to pay $200+ than Baby Boomers or Millennials.

Q
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What is the maximum amount of additional annual property taxes you would be willing to pay to fund the
development and operations of the types of parks, trails, open space, and recreation facilities that are
most important to you and members of your household?

WILLINGNESS TO PAY BY HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN
Residents without kids at home are more willing to pay higher amounts of money for parks and recreation development.

Q

What is the maximum amount of additional annual property taxes you would be willing to pay to fund the
development and operations of the types of parks, trails, open space, and recreation facilities that are
most important to you and members of your household?
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SUPPORT FOR INCREASED SPENDING
Residents overall support taxes going towards funding trails more than to any other program. Residents who offered specific suggestions as to the
types of projects for which they would support tax increases or additional spending frequently mentioned more trail access & amenities.

Q
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If a bond were issued and property taxes were to be increased, which of the following would you be MOST
likely to support? Which would you be LEAST likely to support?

SUPPORT FOR INCREASED SPENDING BY AREA
Both Snyderville Basin and Park City locals would prefer that increased taxes be dedicated to funding for trails than any other program.

Q

If a bond were issued and property taxes were to be increased, which of the following would you be MOST
likely to support? Which would you be LEAST likely to support?
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SUPPORT FOR INCREASED SPENDING BY GENERATION
All generations are most likely to support funding for trails, but millennials are more likely to support funding for parks than older groups.

Q
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If a bond were issued and property taxes were to be increased, which of the following would you be MOST
likely to support? Which would you be LEAST likely to support?

SUPPORT FOR INCREASED SPENDING BY HOUSEHOLDS WITH KIDS
Households with children at home are far more likely to support funding for recreation facilities than households without children.

Q

If a bond were issued and property taxes were to be increased, which of the following would you be MOST
likely to support? Which would you be LEAST likely to support?
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Kyrene Gibb, Partner
kyrene@y2analytics.com | 801.406.7877
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APPENDIX – ADDITIONAL SURVEY FINDINGS
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PARK CONDITIONS BY AREA
Basin residents and PC residents also offer somewhat varying evaluations of the physical conditions of they parks they visit. Basin residents are much
more likely to say that Matt Knoop Memorial Park and Rotary Park are in excellent condition than are PC residents. PC residents are more likely than
their Basin counterparts to rate Prospector Park as excellent. Overall, residents in both areas give strong positive ratings to the physical
conditions of all parks in the region.

Q
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How would you rate the physical condition of each of the parks you and members of your household have
used or visited?

PC MARC USE BY AREA
Basin Residents are most likely to say that they do not use the PC MARC, but those who do most frequently use the weight room/cardiovascular
area. Park City MARC users from PC most often utilize the weight room/cardiovascular areas, group fitness studios, and indoor track.

Q

Over the past 12 months, which of the following programming areas at the PC MARC have you or
members of your household used most often? Select up to 5.
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PC MARC USE FREQUENCY
Park City residents are much more likely to use the PC MARC frequently than are other Basin residents. More than half of PC respondents say they
use the MARC at least once a week, while a similar majority of Basin residents say they use the MARC less than once a month.

Q
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How often do you or members of your household currently use the PC MARC?

POTENTIAL ADDITIONS TO THE PC MARC
More residents would more likely use a weight/cardiovascular area, indoor lap lanes for swimming, or an indoor leisure pool than any other
addition. Nearly half of Snyderville Basin residents indicate that they wouldn’t use any of the potential additions to the PC MARC.

Q

Which of the following programming areas that could be added at the PC MARC would you or members of
your household use? Select up to 5.
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EFFECTS OF POTENTIAL PC MARC ADDITIONS
Setting aside the residents who said they would be unlikely to use any of the potential additions to the PC MARC, a majority of Basin and PC
residents anticipate that they would use the Park City MARC more if the facility added the areas important to them.

Q
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If the areas most important to your household were added, would your use of the PC MARC increase?

PC MARC USAGE INCREASE
Almost half of residents in the region anticipate using the Park City MARC several times a week if the areas important to them were added.

Q

If the areas most important to your household were added, how often do you expect you or members of
your household would use the PC MARC?
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PC MARC USAGE INCREASE BY AREA
More than half of Basin residents and 85% of those in PC anticipate using the Park City MARC at least once per week if the areas important
to them were added. That’s 40 percentage points more weekly use among Basin residents and a 28 percentage point increase in weekly use among PC
residents.

Q
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If the areas most important to your household were added, how often do you expect you or members of
your household would use the PC MARC?

2019 COMMUNITY SURVEY - BASIN-ONLY RESPONSES FOR SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
Q. Which of these currently available regional facilities would you say are MOST IMPORTANT to you or a member of your household? Select up to 5.
QMOSTIMPFAC
Indoor aquatics (lap lanes)
Indoor climbing wall
Indoor field space (artificial turf)
Indoor fitness space (weight and cardio)
Indoor group fitness studios
Indoor gymnasium court space
Indoor ice sheet
Indoor pickleball courts
Indoor tennis courts
Indoor walking/jogging track
Off-leash dog areas
Outdoor aquatics (lap lanes)
Outdoor aquatics (leisure pool)
Outdoor basketball courts
Outdoor bike park
Outdoor field space (soccer, lax, football, etc.)
Outdoor pickleball courts
Outdoor playgrounds
Outdoor skateboard park
Outdoor softball/baseball fields
Outdoor splash pad/water feature
Outdoor tennis courts
Outdoor volleyball
Public golf course
Other, please specify:
Dog pond

result

12%
5%
9%
22%
14%
2%
3%
5%
4%
9%
22%
5%
7%
1%
9%
11%
5%
11%
4%
5%
6%
5%
2%
10%
1%
1%
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Q. Thinking about all of the recreation facilities of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well do these facilities meet your needs or the needs of
members of your household?
QNEEDSMETFAC
Outdoor playgrounds
Outdoor softball/baseball fields
Indoor walking/jogging track
Indoor group fitness studios
Indoor fitness space (weight and cardio)
Outdoor volleyball
Public golf course
Indoor gymnasium court space
Outdoor bike park
Indoor field space (artificial turf)
Other
Indoor ice sheet
Outdoor tennis courts
Outdoor field space (soccer, lax, football, etc.)
Off-leash dog areas
Outdoor splash pad/water feature
Indoor aquatics (lap lanes)
Outdoor aquatics (lap lanes)
Indoor pickleball courts
Indoor tennis courts
Outdoor basketball courts
Indoor climbing wall
Outdoor aquatics (leisure pool)
Outdoor pickleball courts
Outdoor skateboard park
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Extremely well
60%
60%
58%
53%
44%
44%
43%
40%
40%
39%
37%
36%
34%
30%
29%
27%
23%
20%
17%
17%
17%
13%
12%
6%
5%

Very well

27%
14%
31%
39%
47%
38%
41%
34%
56%
19%
26%
22%
25%
51%
42%
6%
38%
34%
37%
42%
48%
17%
19%
31%
64%

Somewhat well
8%
16%
8%
8%
8%
18%
14%
9%
4%
30%
26%
42%
26%
13%
22%
48%
25%
35%
30%
25%
8%
40%
42%
30%
31%

Not very well
3%
9%
3%
0%
1%
0%
2%
17%
0%
8%
12%
0%
9%
6%
7%
15%
10%
7%
5%
9%
27%
29%
21%
8%
0%

Not well at all
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
4%
0%
0%
6%
0%
0%
5%
4%
4%
11%
7%
0%
2%
6%
25%
0%

Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED FACILITY} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area?
QPRIORITYIMP_1 Indoor aquatics (lap lanes)
?
The Ecker Hill pool is almost at capacity. The lap swimming hours are extremely limited. It is difficult for my child to have
swim lessons in the lap pool due to high school sports teams.
We need an additional indoor pool in the Snyderville Basin. The only indoor pool available is heavily used by the school
system so public use is limited. The Basin Field House should have built an indoor pool facility rather than an outdoor pool.
It would be used by far more people, year round, myself included.
As a result I have sought out and found a hockey team
Olympic sized pool, indoor lanes at basin rec
Basin rec needs indoor pool
We need another facility to serve all the members of the community who want to swim, all the teams that use the pool
(high school swim team, comp teams, water polo teams, group fitness)
QPRIORITYIMP_2 Indoor climbing wall
Bigger wall
there is only one small boldering area at the MARC. would be nice to see possibly another site with slightly larger
bouldering area.
more of them
currently minimal space is available
Top rope climbing wall and more vertical
but my wife and I have given up playing soccer and softball because after two seasons of trying to get into leagues here
we found it to not be worthwhile."
We need an indoor humming gym that has community recreation membership prices not private high dollar cost.
Do we even have one? the MARC's is so tiny and useless, the Mine is closing, where can the kids climb?
Larger, more varied wall
QPRIORITYIMP_3 Indoor field space (artificial turf)
More! It would be great to have indoor soccer options
Just more space so that kids all have field time during the long winter
Add more indoor field space
Have more indoor turf space available
More availability for indoor field space (very limited times especially during the winter months)
artificial turf sheds it is disgusting
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED FACILITY} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued responses)
The community desperately needs another larger field house turf field where you can divide into 4 sections, between high
schools sports that eat up a lot of field time and all the club sports, everyone is fighting for field space. Our sports suffer
because of limited space.
QPRIORITYIMP_4 Indoor fitness space (weight and cardio)
Need more space at Basic. There are entirely too many people for the space in use. I stopped working out upstairs because
of the lack space and number of people.
QPRIORITYIMP_5 Indoor group fitness studios
QPRIORITYIMP_6 Indoor gymnasium court space
We need better use and access to basketball courts for practice and league play.
QPRIORITYIMP_7 Indoor ice sheet
QPRIORITYIMP_8 Indoor pickleball courts
Have more courts and have them available more hours.
Have 6-8 designated indoor pickleball only courts.
Dedicated courts, extended times for 9-5 workers, increased # of courts
QPRIORITYIMP_9 Indoor tennis courts
More availability during the winter/spring months (very limited court times)
There is only one that I know of and its always full
more courts, easier availability
QPRIORITYIMP_10 Indoor walking/jogging track
Wider lanes, longer single lap
QPRIORITYIMP_11 Off-leash dog areas
Woods of Parleys dog park needs shaded area and items for dogs to play on.
There need to be more. For this being a “dog friendly town” there are not enough off leash areas
More of them since there are only two and they are far from most of the residences; make some trails off-leash
doesn't exist
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED FACILITY} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued responses)
More off leash areas please. More off leash trails. Better clean up. More areas with shade and water.
QPRIORITYIMP_12 Outdoor aquatics (lap lanes)
More hours! Heat them or dome them in the winter.. like Silver Mountain does like Promontory does .. not not using
them year round stinks! Allow adults to sign a waiver with no lifeguard on duty to swim in winter lap lanes
I would like to see more hours available for the working people.
I would very much like it to be open year round
QPRIORITYIMP_13 Outdoor aquatics (leisure pool)
We need need need a leisure pool in the basin besides the MARC
One in Kimball junction for kids. The pool at the Basin Rec is not leisure
Not enough space to be a true outdoor leisure pool needs an addition for kids/teens. It is very focused and limited to lap
swimming and lessons.
More pools
Need a larger facility that is closer to the junction. Ideally would be indoors so available for year-round use. So many
people already drive to Kamas to use that pool, why not have one closer to us.
We need another leisure pool that includes all age groups and abilities
Place for water zumba and water fitness. Current basin configuration is awkward for classes.
make a slide/bigger pool area that has access to more sun
QPRIORITYIMP_14 Outdoor basketball courts
More. None located near Summit Park.
We just need more basketball courts where kids can congregate and play ball.
QPRIORITYIMP_15 Outdoor bike park
QPRIORITYIMP_16 Outdoor field space (soccer, lax, football, etc.)
We need better access to lacrosse fields. Lacrosse is the fastest growing outdoor sport in the country and, more
importantly, in park city. We need more fields and more times to practice and play.
increase soccer indoor and outdoor space. The kids had very little indoor soccer training this past winter diue to lack of
inddor fields.
We need another 2 full size outdoor turf fields and we need to maintain the soccer goals nets, the ones currently at Matt
Knoop are in need of replacements and make sure to clip the nets all around with clips.
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED FACILITY} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued responses)

QPRIORITYIMP_17 Outdoor pickleball courts
Designated courts
There are not enough outdoor pickleball courts. Tennis courts are empty while long lines of people are waiting to use the
pickleball courts. Very good players make recreational and lower level players feel unwelcome even though it is suppose
to be open play for everyone. Need a system to improve this situation. Keep nets up at Trailside more than two days in
the morning.
More courts including designated pickleball only courts. Paint all tennis courts with pickleball lines and provide nets. Paint
lines on all tennis courts. Thanks for asking
More dedicated courts
dedicated courts (an more than 3 or 4)
QPRIORITYIMP_18 Outdoor playgrounds
Jeremy Ranch needs a park.
Designated Pickleball only courts/ indoor and outdoor in town and in the Basin
QPRIORITYIMP_19 Outdoor skateboard park
QPRIORITYIMP_20 Outdoor softball/baseball fields
More, artificial fields
QPRIORITYIMP_21 Outdoor splash pad/water feature
Maybe adding another splash pad.
More options
More after school affordable teen programs for working parents so they have something physical to do before dinner
QPRIORITYIMP_22 Outdoor tennis courts
not so much pickleball allowed in tennis courts. many times we can't find courts to play.
more in the Basin
We need more recreation facilities at the Ecker hill area of town. There is nowhere for this side of park city to recreate
without coming in to town.
QPRIORITYIMP_23 Outdoor volleyball
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED FACILITY} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued responses)

QPRIORITYIMP_24 Public golf course
Lower price
QPRIORITYIMP_25 Other
Bike trail from Woods of Parleys Lane Development that is connected to the other bike trails.
More variety
Keep the Glenwild restroom open through the winter. Add a restroom at the Silver Quinn trailhead at the north end of the
trail. Please add a paved bicycle trails along Richardson Flat Road from Park City Heights to the 248 underpass to Round
Valley and the Sports Complex, and along White Pine Canyon Road from The Canyons to St. Mary's Church.
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Q. Which, if any, of the currently available recreations programs or activities listed below would you say is important to you or a member of your household?
Select up to 5.
QIMPORTANTSPORT
Adult fitness programs
Community wellness programs
Adult Nordic programs
Senior programming
Adult sports leagues and tournaments (softball
Youth camp programs
Youth sports leagues/programs
Adult swim programs
None of the above
Pickleball programming
Teen programs
Youth swim programs
Youth golf programs
Adult tennis programs
Public skating programs
Toddler Time
Curling programs
Learn to ice skate programs
Youth hockey programs
Youth tennis programs
Other
Figure skating programs
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result

50%
26%
22%
21%
19%
14%
14%
13%
13%
12%
9%
9%
7%
6%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
0%

Q. Thinking about all of the recreation programs of this type in the Snyderville Basin or Park City, how well do the programs meet your needs or the needs of
members of your household?
QNEEDSMETSPORT
Extremely well
Adult fitness programs
36%
Adult Nordic programs
19%
Adult sports leagues and tournaments (softball
22%
Adult swim programs
14%
Adult tennis programs
9%
Community wellness programs
15%
Curling programs
28%
Figure skating programs
Learn to ice skate programs
11%
Other
11%
Pickleball programming
9%
Public skating programs
27%
Senior programming
20%
Teen programs
2%
Toddler Time
9%
Youth camp programs
15%
Youth golf programs
24%
Youth hockey programs
9%
Youth sports leagues/programs
10%
Youth swim programs
16%
Youth tennis programs
5%

Very well
35%
43%
33%
19%
37%
43%
100%
38%
21%
18%
55%
29%
9%
36%
47%
13%
69%
49%
25%
10%

Somewhat well
26%
29%
40%
33%
26%
33%
44%
39%
39%
34%
15%
34%
53%
48%
28%
41%
4%
38%
44%
64%

Not very well
2%
8%
3%
24%
27%
7%
24%

10%
21%
3%
11%
34%
7%
9%
15%
13%
3%
11%
5%

Not well at all
2%
2%
2%
10%
2%
2%
4%
11%
19%
18%
6%
2%
1%
7%
4%
4%
16%
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED SPORTS PROGRAM} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area?
QSPORTIMPROVE_1 Adult fitness programs
Offer more classes later in the day (after 4:00)
Create them
better notification of availability
More
QSPORTIMPROVE_2 Adult Nordic programs
There is none
Available restrooms close to tracks
Offer them at times outside of standard working hours (e.g., early mornings, weekends)
Not sure, sorry
More opportunities; trails are very well groomed. Thank you
Group skate ski outings based on ability

QSPORTIMPROVE_3 Adult sports leagues and tournaments (softball, kickball, basketball, soccer, hockey, golf, volleyball, etc.)
better availability notification
More
Would like to see more female team sports opportunities and better information about the opportunities currently available.
QSPORTIMPROVE_4 Adult swim programs
The masters swim classes need to be earlier in the morning so working people can join.
Another indoor pool
year round
Music is so loud that I can't participate because I can't hear the instructor. Need some zumba all year round. Need different time choices
besides early morning. Need better pricing for senior participation.
better availability notification
Warmer pool!
More lap lane times, scuba
QSPORTIMPROVE_5 Adult tennis programs
more times. Tough for someone who works to take advantage!
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED SPORTS PROGRAM} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued
responses)
MARC charges a lot for group tennis clinics. I stopped attending and now got o coach Mikes in Salt lake city. There are no tennis facilities
close to kimball junction and or jeremy/pinebrook areas.
Being aware of them
More opportunities with more courts on the ecker hill side of town
group lessons and league play
QSPORTIMPROVE_6 Community wellness programs
Programming during the day (8-5). Drop-in programs. Multiple means of notifying participants of the programs available.
Frequency and more program information via online newsletters.
Outreach. I've never heard of it before!
Adult yoga classes
not sure of all the program that are available - would be interested in the future
More opportunities with facilities on the ecker hill side of town
QSPORTIMPROVE_7 Curling programs
More time slots to learn
Offer more classes, especially learn to Curl. Offer more ice time for curing
More options to ice time
QSPORTIMPROVE_8 Figure skating programs
More. Easier to find
QSPORTIMPROVE_9 Learn to ice skate programs
QSPORTIMPROVE_10 Pickleball programming
Professional teaching/clinics from a certified pro.
Have not played yet. Due to difficult work schedule, I have been unable to participate in.
We need pickleball courts.
better availability notification
Need classes beyond just learning to play. Have classes on improving your game and strategy.
Designated only pickleball courts indoor and outdoor; instruction also
More courts, play time, league play
Outside courts?
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED SPORTS PROGRAM} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued
responses)
QSPORTIMPROVE_11 Public skating programs
indoor roller skating
QSPORTIMPROVE_12 Senior programming
Anything would be an improvement. As far as I know, the nearest center is in Coalville??
More exercise classes for seniors
It's difficult to improve programs that do not exist.
Maybe some coffee or tea get-togethers? I am very, very hesitant to participate for fear I will not be able to keep up with the group.
When I have tried to participate, it is hard to "break in" to established groups of people. Somehow it needs to be more welcoming and
less intimidating. Also people in early fifties are different from older people near seventy. Also, I have a fear of getting injured. I tried to
take a ski conditioning class and ended up with doctor bills, x-rays, and physical therapy. It is just so intimidating!
More evening and/or weekend hours for those who are still working
Some added.
More senior classes
more options
QSPORTIMPROVE_13 Teen programs
Have things to do for older teens besides skate board parks. Roller blade track, out door climbing, big kid swing park, boche ball,
horseshoes, badminton court, etc
Offer more programming right after school that appeals to teens.
Teen programs are very limited and not "cool". They need an upgrade and need to follow what is happening in the lives of teens. Add
diversity in the schedule of classes/camps for kids who are starting to work as well with evening programming and more weekend
offers.
What are they?
There needs to be a junior jazz type option for 9th graders and beyond. So many kids who aged out of Jr Jazz had no option other than
reserved gym space for them. Engaging teens who don't make school or club sports teams is the number one biggest hole in your
programming in my opinion
If teen or youth groups are invited or allowed to use venues/facilities as a group outreach or club activity they may be more inclined to
continue the activity singly or in small groups within a reasonable cost range
Affordable teen after school programs and activities for those not involved in sports and those who cannot afford to pay for them.
More “cool” options for high school aged teens that aren’t “hardcore” or Olympic bound
Very limited options.
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED SPORTS PROGRAM} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued
responses)
More variety and availability - summer camps in particular
QSPORTIMPROVE_14 Toddler Time
More weekend activities for working parents
QSPORTIMPROVE_15 Youth camp programs
Basin Rec camp is awful, always had been. We actually use it as a threat to send my daughter is she is bad. We LOVE MARC camp, but it
fills up in seconds. Next to impossible to get in, and they don't seem to be in any hurry to make more space. It is TOUGH being a parent
in Park City if you work and finding programs where the kids can stay working hours
More camps and more affordable..
Better supervision
Bridge to teens and teen camp programs or job transition opportunities. There is not much for the 8 -12 grade youth in this community.
Not enough spaces at the Park City camps and the Basin camps are not as well organized
QSPORTIMPROVE_16 Youth golf programs
I'd like to see them available in Summer, when my grandkids visit
More education of
Does one exist
QSPORTIMPROVE_17 Youth hockey programs
More time on the ice so kids don't have to play so late into the evening. Or Adult Hockey being so late at night.
We need a second ice sheet.
Does one exist
QSPORTIMPROVE_18 Youth sports leagues/programs
Regardless of the sport everything is always disorganized. Always seems to be issues with field/court access, equipment, coaches not
being available. Every season there seems to be an issue with the schedule of games and practices. Would encourage you to have a
mandatory coaching clinic for coaches so they know what to do. People volunteer because they want to help but have no idea what they
are doing and end up talking to the kids for 30 of the 60 minutes. Should also be mindful of the schedule. Youth baseball at the field
house is a mess. There are 4 teams practicing on one half of the field. Someone is going to get hurt, need to spread things out.
QSPORTIMPROVE_19 Youth swim programs
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Q. What improvements, if any, would you like to see made to the {SELECTED SPORTS PROGRAM} in the Snyderville Basin or Park City area? (Continued
responses)
More availability. Ecker hill swim lessons are always overbooked
My daughter can not use the lap pool during her private swim lessons because of the high school teams.
Not sure
Don’t like the 5 day swim program at basin. It’s does not work with family life. 2 days a week is much easier to attend
They fill up too fast!
QSPORTIMPROVE_20 Youth tennis programs
They need more - there are always wait lists if you don't sign up right away.
QSPORTIMPROVE_21 Other
Free, there is nothing for someone on a fixed income to participate in WITH other people, so if you dont want to be doing exercise
activities by yourself, you are sadly alone. We need free, not $500 a person
We need more trails that hikers can use. We cannot use our lovely trails because us hikers and dog owners have to step off the trail too
often. PLEASE please at least have alternating days of human and mechanical use so we can use our trails again and safely! This is vital to
allow the hikers use of all of our trails. It is dangerous enough for us that we are forced to limit our use or even avoid our trails.
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SURVEY PROGRAMMING NEEDS MET SCORING SYSTEM
Multiplier
PROGRAM
Public Skating
Adult Fitness
Adult Nordic Skiing
Youth Camp
Youth Sports Leagues
Youth Hockey
Community Wellness
Toddler Time
Senior Programming
Youth Swim
Learn to Ice Skate
Youth Golf
Adult Tennis
Curling
Adult Sports Leagues and Tournaments
Adult Swim
Other
Youth Tennis
Pickleball
Teem Programs

Meets needs extremely
5
Survey
Score
Percent
27
135
36
180
19
95
15
75
10
50
9
45
15
75
9
45
20
100
16
80
11
55
24
120
9
45
28
140
22
110
14
70
11
55
5
25
9
45
2
10

Meets needs very well
4
Survey
Score
Percent
55
220
35
140
43
172
47
188
49
196
69
276
43
172
36
144
29
116
25
100
38
152
13
52
37
148
0
0
33
132
19
76
21
84
10
40
18
72
9
36

Meets needs somewhat
3
Survey
Score
Percent
15
45
26
78
29
87
28
84
38
114
4
12
33
99
48
144
34
102
44
132
39
117
41
123
26
78
44
132
20
60
33
99
39
117
64
192
34
102
53
159

Needs not met very well
2
Survey
Score
Percent
3
6
2
4
8
16
9
18
3
6
13
26
7
14
7
14
11
22
11
22
0
0
15
30
27
54
24
48
3
6
24
48
10
20
5
10
21
42
34
68

Needs not met met well
1
Survey
Score
Total Score
Percent
0
0
406
2
2
404
2
2
372
1
1
366
0
0
366
4
4
363
2
2
362
0
0
347
6
6
346
4
4
338
11
11
335
7
7
332
2
2
327
4
4
324
2
2
310
10
10
303
19
19
295
16
16
283
18
18
279
2
2
275
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Average
Score
81.2
80.8
74.4
73.2
73.2
72.6
72.4
69.4
69.2
67.6
67
66.4
65.4
64.8
62
60.6
59
56.6
55.8
55
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PUBLIC INPUT - VIA WEBSITE

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

•

Thank you.

•

•

Thank you, thank you, thank you for creating and maintaining one of the
world’s best trail systems! I am in LOVE with my neighborhood trails in
Summit Park, especially No Worries...so awesome! Having said that, my
5 year old will hit the trails on his bike in a couple years, but he and the
rest of Summit Park/Timberline’s littles (and their parents) are missing out
on one of childhood’s most awesome experiences—the neighborhood
park and its social, physical and emotional benefits. I know it’s not an
easy one to address, but I plead with you to turn our tax dollars into a
tiny pocket park with the simplest of offerings—swings, sandbox, maybe
a jungle gym. We don’t need or want a big park with fields. We can travel
for that. But for the daily gathering spot with neighbors, we would be so
deeply grateful for a tiny communal spot for our littles. Thanks again!
My family are part-time residents. We LOVE the Basin Rec and hope
you are able to keep prices as low as they are. In saying that, we
have a Pelaton bike in our home in ATL and it would be awesome to
have access to one out here. I know they are expensive but perhaps
workout places get them for less?? Love the pool too!! Thanks for such
an amazing public facility!! Having just moved here in 2019, we were so
happy to find such wonderful facility. Love the classes and the variety
of activities offered. The lap pool is amazing, but the pool hours are
very challenging. With the facility paying for a full time aquatics director,
the pool should have more access for the lap swimming members.
Because the hours fluctuated so much last year, many people I spoke
with no longer swim there. Please consider a FT Lifeguard and hiring an
experienced Masters Swim Coach again so the pool facility meets the
wants and needs of the swimming members. Thanks for the opportunity
to comment.
As Basin Recreation continues to expand open space acquisitions in
Summit County I would like to see additional emphasis on:
OPEN SPACE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTIONS
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•

I love that we have the Basin Rec Center. I use it when I have time. I also
feel that the community as a whole needs to take into consideration
all these amenities and trails system plans are rapidly increasing our
property taxes. My property taxes increased $400 this year, $300 last
year and by the sounds of all the other projects in the community around
a minimum of $300 next year. I hope that any improvements made are
for the locals and necessary. Why do you think people are moving away
from our community? I don’t believe in taxing just because you can. I am
unable to attend the meeting, but would like to say: Although a public
“fun” pool is still needed here in Park City (similar to Kamas), one dire
need is more indoor space that is open to “all” or open field time. Basin
Rec is great. However, it is always rented out to groups, teams, even
some that are not based in Park City. Therefore, when kids need some
practice space during the winter, the ONLY time is Sunday mornings 7-12
and a LOT of that time is used for events such as Ski swap, Running with
Ed, etc. Thanks for listening.

•

I have been hearing about the possible changes to the master plan for
Snyderville. I heard a bike park is a possibility. Our company, PumpTrax
USA specializes in the design and construction of bike parks, bicycle
playgrounds, pump tracks, flow trails, skills courses, and BMX race track.
We recently built the Snake Hollow Bike Park in St. George, and the
Bridger Bike Park in Logan. If at your public hearing meetings people are
looking for ideas for the master plan, we suggest some sort of bike park
for your residents and visitors. Here is a video from St. George: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo6ke-vb1pM&t=38s

•

First, I just want to say that Basin Rec is one of my favorite organizations
and a huge part of why I love living in the area so much. Do you need
volunteers for trail maintenance? I’d be happy to help out. Second, I
have a suggestion if you’re looking at adding new trails to the area. I
live in Pinebrook and frequently use our HOA owned trails to connect

Mid Mountain/Hunters Trail with the No Worries/Road to Wos system
in Summit Park. But the Pinebrook trails are not ideal -- they’re not
designed for biking and most importantly, they are not public. Are there
any plans to build a public, bike friendly trail to connect the Summit Park
system to Mid Mountain? It would be awesome and hopefully alleviate
some parking pressure on other trailheads.
•

Like to see more maintenance on single track trails

•

From the email I received, I believe you are soliciting feedback. I use
the field house gym on a regular basis, as do many others. The facility
is outstanding, and my comments are minor: - As you assess your
strategic plan, please do not lose focus on maintaining a fantastic facility
and other quality programs. ie make sure that expansion of offerings
does not reduce the quality of existing programs - I would like to see a
continuing maintenance program on the field house gym equipment.
From time to time I see equipment that remains broken, and some of
the equipment could use a clean. Or maybe add a location/method for
users to notify staff of broken equipment. - you might want to consider
opening a bit earlier. There are regularly people waiting to get in at
530am. Might it be practical to open at 515am? Thanks for a great facility
and set of programing.

•

I think there is a real need for more pickleball courts both inside and
outside.

•

Please do not restrict access to the weight room or heavy lifting room
over the Coronavirus. Close the field, cancel the group classes if you
need to, but please leave the weight facilities open.

•

Have you discussed a recreation swimmer no pool like the one Kamas
has? If not, why not?

cost of that type of facility, it didn’t rank very high this time around in our
Strategic Action Plan. It is on our radar but for now it just stays on a wish
list. Please let me know if you have any other questions.

Staff Response: Thank you for asking the question about the swimming
pool with our strategic action plan email. A leisure pool is a question
or topic that we include in our surveys and studies, however, due to the
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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PUBLIC INPUT - PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING NOTES
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District
Strategic Action Plan Update 2020

NOTES

Public Meetings

March 9, 2020, 8 to 10 am, Park City Coffee Roasters
5 to 7 pm, Basin Recreation Field House

SUMMARY
Two meetings were held at different locations and times. A total of 25 people signed in at the
meetings. The verbatim comments below were submitted at the meetings and via email.
The information boards from the meeting are available as a PDF on the project website at
www.BasinRecSAP.org.
VERBATIM COMMENTS

•

Need more hiking only trails.

•

More senior programs.

•

Construct an area dedicated to e-bikes. Not put them on existing trails.

•

Commercial companies paying a fee for trail use – hikers, bikers (e.g. REI, Westgate) all
private “tour companies” (seconded).

•

Love the hiking trails and open, natural space.

•

Need a park/playground in Summit Park area – young families are leaving because their
needs aren’t being met.

•

Hire more life guards so we can swim more laps!

•

Like to see more maintenance on single track trails.

•

Close Run-a-Muk 2x/year (mud season?) to clean up and “rest”.

•

First, I just want to say that Basin Rec is one of my favorite organizations and a huge part
of why I love living in the area so much. Do you need volunteers for trail maintenance?
I'd be happy to help out.

•

Great B.O.D.! (Brian too)

Second, I have a suggestion if you're looking at adding new trails to the area. I live in
Pinebrook and frequently use our HOA owned trails to connect Mid Mountain/Hunters
Trail with the No Worries/Road to Wos system in Summit Park. But the Pinebrook trails
are not ideal -- they're not designed for biking and most importantly, they are not
public. Are there any plans to build a public, bike friendly trail to connect the Summit
Park system to Mid Mountain? It would be awesome and hopefully alleviate some
parking pressure on other trailheads.
•

More parking at the Fieldhouse. Need a parking garage.

•

Better communication between staff/schedule and patrons.

•

Expand showers and dressing room

•

Love the track a lot.

•

On weekend, keep kids off the weight room equipment.

•

Needs a steam room.

•

Childcare/Kids Club like PC MARC.
1
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2

PUBLIC INPUT - DRAFT PLAN PRESENTATION
The Draft Plan Presentation was held on June 18, 2020 at 6:00pm online
using Zoom. Two members of the public joined the meeting and one person
submitted a comment online.
•

Have you discussed a recreation swimmer no pool like the one
Kamas has? If not, why not? Staff response: Thank you for asking
the question about the swimming pool with our strategic action plan
email. A leisure pool is a question or topic that we include in our
surveys and studies, however, due to the cost of that type of facility,
it didn’t rank very high this time around in our Strategic Action Plan.
It is on our radar but for now it just stays on a wish list.

•

Regarding tennis and pickleball courts - movable nets are awesome.
Is there any way to make the nets at Willow Creek movable like
Trailside or to add additional tennis courts? Also, Willow Creek
used to have a clipboard so you could sign up for a time to use
the courts - even with two courts, the tennis community was wellserved because use was efficicent. It would be helpful to have
some way to reserve court time so you didn’t have to wait around,
or keep going back hoping you can get on the courts. Options for
tennis courts have gone away. Staff response: The District realizes
that by creating dedicated pickleball courts at Willow Creek, some
options were taken away from the tennis community. The District is
continuing to look at ways to meet the needs of both communities,
and will look at some sort of reservation system for courts.

•

Any thoughts of adding more bubbled/indoor tennis facilities in Park
City? No additional plans, but you can get reserved court time at the
PC MARC. People want more courts in winter, but in summer, people
leave to play on free outdoor courts.

•

Appreciate the leadership of the Basin and Park City staff.

Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District: Strategic Action Plan 2020
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District
Strategic Action Plan Update 2020
•

NOTES

Plan Advisory Committee Meeting #1
IN ATTENDANCE:
Brian Hanton
Melissa O'Brien
Ben Liegert
Brian Kadziel
Matt Strader
Matt Wagoner
Justine Kadziel
Brandi Connolly
Cathy Kahlow
Mike Tanner
Ken Fisher
Tom Fisher
Kim Carson
Doug Clyde
Madison Merrill
Mark Vlasic
Lisa Benson

February 12, 2020, 9:00am, Basin Recreation Admin. Office

•
•

District Director
Planning and Legal Affairs Manager
Parks Manager
Recreation Manager
Fieldhouse Manager
Trails & Open Space Manager
Marketing Operations & IT Supervisor
Basin Recreation Administrative Control Board
Basin Recreation Administrative Control Board
Park City School District
Park City
Summit County Manager
Summit County Council
Summit County Council
Landmark Design
Landmark Design
Landmark Design

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

SUMMARY
The meeting began with introductions. Landmark Design then presented a summary of the
previous plan (Mountain Recreation Strategic Action Plan 2013), the land that Basin Recreation
has acquired since the last plan, the facilities and amenities that have been built since the last
plan, and a comparison of the Demand Study and Survey results from 2013 and 2019.
The project schedule and scope of work was reviewed, and the public meetings discussed.
The committee then discussed the Evaluation Criteria in detail, making recommendations for
edits, additions and deletions.
DISCUSSION/COMMENTS
• Intentions/Options for recent land acquisitions:
o Triangle Parcel – open for kite boarding now. Hoping to build a trailhead and trail
network that will connect to Silver Creek, Round Valley, and the Rail Trail using
the existing tunnel under Highway 40.

1
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Discovery – will have a trailhead and over 2 miles of trails that connect to existing trails
in Toll Canyon and Summit Park.
Gillmor – Use is restricted per the Administrative Order on Consent and related Deed
Restrictions. Will be kept as open space with limited trail development.
Amenti – In addition to open space, Amenti is conceptually planned to include two
playing fields, parking and potentially a playground.
Silver Creek Village – concepts were developed as part of the Mountain Recreation
Facilities Master Plan. The 17-acre Fireman’s Fund Parcel will likely be the location for
any major recreation buildings like a recreation or community center. The park parcel
must comply with the Development Agreement permitted uses.
Another change since the last plan was the conversion of one set of tennis courts at
Willow Creek Park to dedicated Pickleball courts.
A private ice facility is being built near Brown’s Canyon. This additional ice may provide
public access when the facility is not being used for tournaments. Nothing has been
decided yet however. It is being developed by Black Rock – Rich Wolper is the developer
and Justin Griffin is the manager of the hotel.
Distribution is a key component that should be considered.
Right now, development in the District is sprawling. Anything that could help
concentrate activities would be better, like focusing facilities at key nodes. Silver Creek
is the only major node coming up.
Look at the last bond language to help with clarification on the criteria for
improvements already planned/committed.
Evaluation Criteria were reviewed:
o Season Served – This criterion will remain as-is.
o Potential partnering/co-location opportunity between city/basin/school
district – Even though Park City and the School District aren’t partners on this
specific plan, all entities appreciate and respect their existing relationships and
are open to partnering again in the future. This criterion will remain as-is.
o Potential partnering/co-funding opportunity between city/basin/school district
– Same as above.
o Potential partnering – private entity – This criterion will remain as-is.
o Demand Study: Scoring details will need to be revised based on the results of the
current study, including the facilities that are needed if Basin Recreation loses
access to any School District facilities.
o Survey: Scoring will be revised according the new question/results format of the
current survey. The committee recommended that the survey results still be
weighted to reflect the value of public input.
o Uses – national/international/elite: This criterion was a priority of Park City
during the last planning effort. Basin Recreation aims to serve the residents of
the District. This criterion should therefore be removed from this list.
2

•

o Land availability – city/basin/school district ownership – This criterion will be
simplified to reflect land availability, regardless of who owns it, which also ties in
closely with the criterion regarding partnership opportunities.
o Improvements/expansion already planned/committed – Bond language will be
reviewed to determine whether this criterion should remain or be eliminated.
o Potential for economic benefit – Again, this criterion was a priority for Park City.
With Basin Recreation’s focus on providing for local needs, this criterion will be
eliminated.
o Enhances tourism – This criterion will be evaluated in greater detail to allow for
various sources of funding. This consideration could perhaps be combined with
the funding availability criteria instead.
o Available elsewhere in the region – This criterion will stay as-is.
o Funding Availability - This criterion will stay as-is.
o Operations and maintenance requirements - This criterion will stay as-is.
o Flexibility – This criterion will stay as-is.
o Cost - This criterion will be updated with new dollar values to reflect increased
costs since the last plan: 0 points – more than $30 million, 3 points - $10 - $30
million, 6 points - $2 - $10 million and 9 points – Less than $2 million.
o Other criteria to be added:
 Equitable Distribution (looking at geographic and demographic
considerations)
 Potential for Cost Recovery
 Proximity to Transit and Trails (access to population centers?)
The project website: www.BasinRecSAP.org will be active throughout the project.

AGENDA
Snyderville Basin Special Recreation District
Strategic Action Plan Update
March 31, 2020, 9:00 am, Online Meeting
1. UPDATE ON PUBLIC MEETINGS
2. SCORING CRITERIA DISCUSSION ITEMS
•
•
•
•
•

•

ACTION ITEMS
• Landmark Design will send a revised version of the Evaluation Criteria to the Committee
for review prior to the Public Scoping Meetings.
•

•

The public scoping meetings will be held on Monday, March 9th. The first will be from
9:00 – 11:00 am at Park City Coffee Roasters (Brian Hanton will confirm the venue). The
second will be from 5:00 -7:00 pm at the Fieldhouse.
The second Advisory Committee meeting has been set for Tuesday, March 31st at 9:00
am at the Basin Recreation Administrative Office.

Staff will be doing a detailed review of individual scores – changes need to be
submitted to Landmark Design by the end of the week.
Funding Availability and Partnering were removed – can be covered within the Cost
criterion. It seemed like it was repeating the same factor three times, giving too
much weight to facility expense.
The Needs Assessment criterion was double-weighted to give greater importance to
the actual need.
Dedicated pickleball courts were completed after the survey. Plan will include a
footnote about this consideration, but survey results will be included as-is.
Cost criterion – it is likely that many of these facilities will be built together with an
overall total that is above $30 million. The plan will need to include a footnote
clarifying this approach. For scoring purposes however, amenities were scored
individually.
Land Availability – do we go off of what is shown in the concept for Silver Creek in
the Rec Facilities Master Plan, or do we score anything that could potentially fit
there as having land availability? Right now, only golf course is shown as not
currently available. Are there others that should receive 0 points too?

3. NEXT STEPS
•
•
•
•

April 16th
April
Early May
Mid to Late May

•
•

June 11th
June

Project website:

Basin Recreation Board Meeting – Plan Briefing
Draft Plan Development
Draft Plan review by Advisory Committee
Draft Plan Open House – Initially planned for May, might end up
being an online rollout of the Draft Plan depending on how the
situation with the virus evolves
Basin Recreation Board Meeting – Plan Briefing
Presentation to County Council
www.BasinRecSAP.org

3
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CONCEPTS FOR BASIN RECREATION SITES FROM
THE MOUNTAIN RECREATION FACILITIES MASTER PLAN
Trailside Park - Recommended Concept

The exisng soccer/mulpurpose ﬁelds remain as-is. Other exisng
facilies that remain in place include the tennis courts, disc golf course,
dog park, playgrounds, pavilions/shade shelters, skate park, basketball
court, and bike park.

Considerations

Trailside Park is currently well-connected to trails and transit so addional
facilies will connue to be well served in both regards.
Addional parking will help alleviate demand to a certain degree, although
the new community center will increase demand. Therefore, it is essenal
that pedestrian, bicycle, buses and other similar modes of transportaon
are encouraged.
Staﬀ at the Summit County Transportaon Department reviewed the
concept for Trailside Park and suggested easily accessible secured bike
parking be made available on site to encourage alternave transportaon
modes.

Concept Description

The recommended concept for Trailside Park (see Figures 20 and 21)
proposes a new 10,300 SF community center. The design minimizes
internal circulaon by locang two large mulpurpose spaces at the
building ends. The large mulpurpose spaces are open simple volumes
that maximize ﬂexibility, accommodang a variety of uses and group sizes.
These large spaces may include moveable parons to divide the space so
that a variety of smaller funcons could occur simultaneously.
The building steps down the exisng slope from south to north, resulng
in a paral lower level with a classroom/meeng space that is open to a
small outdoor pao on the north end of the building. The main entry and
lobby provide two vesbules that connect through the building to the
large, west plaza beyond. This entry sequence could allow the restrooms
and/or the mulpurpose space at the south side of the building to remain
open aer hours, while securing the rest of the building.
An entry plaza and drop-oﬀ on the east side of the building provide a
sense of arrival. A larger plaza with moveable seang and tables west
of the building is nestled at the base of the slope, providing a ﬂexible
gathering space for events, eang lunch, and other small acvies. The
exisng parking lot is expanded with approximately 26 addional stalls, all
located on the upper slopes to the south.

Mountain Recreation Facilities Master Plan
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Figure 20: Trailside Park - Recommended Concept (Site Plan)
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Figure 21: Trailside Park - Recommended Concept (Architectural Pre-Programming Plan)
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Silver Creek

The plan includes one recommended concept for Silver Creek and one
alternave opon, which are described below.

The site includes a range of recreaonal features and amenies in addion
to the recreaon center, including six arﬁcial turf mulpurpose ﬁelds,
two playgrounds, a splashpad, outdoor tennis and pickleball courts, a
dog park, a bike park, open lawns and various shelters and picnic areas.
Restrooms are provided at a trailhead in the northernmost extents of
the park, and near the center core of the site. Since the site is marked by
rolling hills and areas with steep topography, amenies requiring ﬂat sites
such as sports ﬁelds are generally sited in the ﬂaest porons of the site,
reducing the expense associated with extensive grading and terracing
than might otherwise be required.

Community. It is assumed that all parking lots will be well landscaped and
buﬀered from the adjacent freeway, highway and roads.

Considerations

Staﬀ at the Summit County Transportaon Department reviewed the
concept for Silver Creek and had the following comments:

A threshold level of residenal development needs to occur in the Silver
Creek Development before any recreaon facilies will be built.
The site is well-linked by trails to the regional trail system as well as the
adjacent Silver Creek Community. There is currently no development on
the site, and therefore, no transit service.

Silver Creek - Recommended Concept
Concept Description

The recommended concept for Silver Creek (see Figures 22 and 23)
includes two primary uses: (1) a 10,000 SF community center, and
(2) a 37,000 SF aquacs center. The conﬁguraon of the buildings
provides for potenal construcon phasing, allowing the funcons to
be built at separate mes as stand-alone facilies, but providing for the
accommodaon of direct connecons at full build out. The aquacs
center program would include some lap swimming, but would be focused
primarily on indoor and outdoor leisure funcons. These leisure funcons
may include spray features, a slide tower, a lazy river feature, and other
funcons supporng a broad range of age groups, including teens.
The site currently consists of a large swath of natural scrubland, which
is envisioned to incorporate a large range of recreaonal facilies. An
exisng wetland is retained as a unique natural open space feature in this
concept, linked to the remaining site by an extensive trail system. Parking
is located along the periphery of the site with access from Pace Frontage
Road, in addion to a double-loaded parking lot providing access to the
core recreaon area near the center of the site, though most of the
parking is earmarked for use by the center.
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The land available at Silver Creek could accommodate this large
recreaonal program, and is located where major populaon growth is
expected. The 17-acre parcel where the large indoor facilies are shown is
already owned by Basin Recreaon.
Vehicular access to the site from Highway 40 is limited to the Silver Creek
Drive exit, which connects to the Pace Frontage Road. The majority of
parking is provided along the periphery of the site along the Pace Frontage
Road, with only limited direct parking accessed from the Silver Creek

Large structures and recreaonal facilies will be a challenge because
of the steep topography, making it important to carefully select the best
locaons on site for such uses.
The provision of adequate restroom, picnic and similar uses is essenal
to ensure the needs of a potenally signiﬁcant number of users is
accommodated.

•
•
•

Adequate parking is needed on-site to avoid parking on streets and
road shoulders as can happen at Ecker Hill and Willow Creek Park.
Easily accessible secured bike parking should be made available on
site to encourage alternave transportaon modes.
The recreaon area in Silver Creek may be the best locaon to
locate a major transit stop for several reasons: it looks like this area
will be the hub of acvity for the neighborhood, it has good access
to I-80 on the frontage road, parking will already be included
with the recreaon facilies, and locang transit near facilies
that pre-teens or teens are already using introduces them to the
acve transportaon lifestyle - if kids are walking or biking to the
recreaon facilies, they are more likely to hop on a bus into town
rather than have their parents drive them in.

Silver Creek - Alternative Option 1
Concept Description

The alternave opon for Silver Creek (see Figures 24 and 25) includes the
same uses described in ‘Silver Creek - Recommended Concept’, with the
addion of a 116,000 SF ﬁeldhouse.

Considerations

Consideraons are similar to those for ‘Silver Creek - Recommended
Concept’. In addion, as menoned in Secon 4 under ‘Addional
Evaluaon’, there is currently a need for only one addional ﬁeldhouse.
The alternave opon for Silver Creek would only need to be
implemented if the addional ﬁeldhouse could not be located at Kearns
Campus, and it is determined that the exisng Ice Arena at Quinn’s
Juncon will not converted to a ﬁeldhouse (see Figure 11: Quinn’s Juncon
Alternave Opon 1 for more informaon). However, Silver Creek does

Mountain Recreation Facilities Master Plan

oﬀer a good opon for a second addional ﬁeldhouse in the future as
needs and programming demands change.
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Figure 22: Silver Creek - Recommended Concept (Site Plan)
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Figure 23: Silver Creek - Recommended Concept (Architectural Pre-Programming Plan)
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Figure 24: Silver Creek - Alternave Opon 1 (Site Plan)
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Figure 25: Silver Creek - Alternave Opon 1 (Architectural Pre-Programming Plan)
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Silver Creek - Alternative Option 1

COMMUNITY CENTER

Willow Creek Park - Recommended Concept

Willow Creek Park is already well-connected to trails so the addional
mulpurpose ﬁeld and pickleball courts at this site would be well-served
for pedestrians and bicyclists.
The park is not directly served by a transit route, though several bus
routes come within less than one-mile on Highway 224.
Staﬀ at the Summit County Transportaon Department reviewed
the concept for Willow Creek Park and suggested easily accessible
secured bike parking be made available on site to encourage alternave
transportaon modes.

Concept Description

The recommended concept for Willow Creek Park (as shown in Figure 26)
adds a new full-sized mulpurpose ﬁeld north of exisng mulpurpose
ﬁelds within the boundary of the exisng ‘restricted recreaon’
parcel. Four proposed pickleball courts are located west of the exisng
mulpurpose ﬁelds and two small parking lots are added just oﬀ Split Rail
Lane.
The exisng mulpurpose ﬁelds, tennis courts, sand volleyball courts,
basketball court, restrooms, pavilions, dog park, pond/ice rink, and
playgrounds are all retained as-is. The open space north of the new
mulpurpose ﬁeld is retained as-is, as per the deed restricons.

Considerations

Parking at Willow Creek Park becomes a signiﬁcant issue during athlec
tournaments and large public events, with vehicles somemes lining
both sides of Split Rail Lane, essenally creang a one-lane road during
these events and raising concerns for safety. To help address some of
these concerns, Basin Recreaon has limited the number of full-size
mulpurpose ﬁelds that can be used at one me in any tournament
at Willow Creek Park to two, and has also implemented traﬃc control
measures during events. An in-depth study examining traﬃc and safety
and determining soluons should be conducted before addional
development moves forward in the park.
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Figure 26: Willow Creek Park City - Recommended Concept (Site Plan)
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CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE AMENTI PARCEL

